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C-A Editor Gives Views On Local

• Crusade Against His Newspaper
Describes
Group As
'Misguided'

Wing Minister Hits Daily
Avery Congregation To Use Adventist Church

•

Frank R. Ahlgren, editor of the
Commercial Appeal, released to
the Tri-State Defender last week
his views on the boycott launched
Aug. 3 against his newspaper by
the Citizens Improvement committee.
In a letter dated Aug. 2 and
directed to the editor of the Tri•
,State Defender, Mr. Ahlgren said:
'Dear Mr. Wilson: You have
asked me for comment on the
efforts of a group to contrive a
boycott against the Commercial
Appeal.
"I am reluctant to dignify the
incident (crusade) with c o mment, but out of professional courtesy to you, I do so.
"I firmly believe that the responsible leaders of the Negro
community, aware of the Commercial Appeal's dedication to improvement of all regardless of colAVERY CHAPEL'S CONGREor or creed, will set the record
GATION moves Sunday. 'tug.
and thinking straight.
11, from the site It has held
'LITTLE IRONICAL'
ever 70 years at 145 S. 4th
"It is a little ironical that this
thing should happen even as I am
engaged in preparations to enlarge facilities at Collins Chapel
hospital, of which I am chairman
of the executive committee. And
also at a time when The Commercial Appeal, through stories
and editorials, is trying to make
it abundantly clear to all the need
Twenty-year-old James Rubin Is
for more and better housing fa. a firm beljever in the saying that
citifies for Negroes.
a woman's place is In the home
"I think the many projects in — not in another man's car —
which we have interested our- especially when the woman is his
selves for the benefit of Negroes own wife.
currently and in the past will
Rubin, of 2848 Nathan. routineamply refute the misguided group, ly pulled to a stop for a red light
some of whom in all probability at Union and McLean last week
are interested in publicity."
when another car stopped beside
The correspondence from Mr. his. A glance was all that was
result
of
a
Ahlgren cam e as
necessary to show him that all
the Defender's efforts twice last was not well at home.
week to contact him. At the time
The other car, driven by Erhe was out of the states on va- nest Hill, 3018 Yale, contained his
cation.
wife. Mrs. Jeraline Rubin. With
Enoch Brown, president a n d a yell, Rubin jumped out, appargeneral manager of the Memphis ently oblivious to traffic, and tried
Publishing company and Gordon to pull Hill from the front seat.
Hanna, managing editor of the Hill, an obedient citizen, recogniz.
fr Commercial Appeal were both ed that a green light meant GO
contacted for statements. Both re- and WENT.
fused to comment on the protest
His automobile swerved down
movement.
Union out of control and crashed
The Citizens Improvement Corn- into a utility pole. Armed with

Finds His Wife
In Wrong Place
Trouble Flares

411

Rd.

See WIFE Page 2
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AidsWhite Mom
Wants To Forget
By Staff Writer
When Mrs. El's. Parker did "what most people would
have done" last Tuesday morning and agreed to let her
17-year-old granddaughter keep the young son of a white
woman known to her as Mary, she had no idea of the consequences.
Tne 57-year-old woman could
W not have fathomed that in less
than 24 hours, many in Memphis
would be reading about her.
Now that the mother of the apparently abandoned baby has been
found, Mrs. Parker would like to
get back into the routine of the
}oh she has held for the past 12
years as a Hotel Adler maid and
"forget all of it — even the

rs
his.
his
me

where he was treated for impetigo, a disease of the skin, and admitted to the children's ward. The
mother, who was identified later
as Mary Scott Kelley was being
held in police custody at press
time.

By REV. D. W. BROWNING
Minister, Mt. Pisgah CME Church
"Insults For Sale On Weekly Installment Plan.
"The above sentence represents
something of the returns which
the Negro clientele has been re-

(photo at left), and members
will worship at the Seventh
Day Adventist church (right),
Mississippi blvd. and Jean-

nette pl. while their new stnic.
lure is being erected. The 1.
M. E.'s proposed new building
is estimated to cost $203,000
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EDITOR'S NOTE: The following statement on the Commerand is to be constructed on the
cial Appeal's policy was subcorner of Neptune and Trigg,
mitted to the Tri-State Defend'
according to Rev. Loyce PaCr Sunday for publication by
trick, pastor.
Rev. D. Warner Browning, minister of Mt. Pisgah C. M. E.
church, Memphis, and civic
leader. His views reflect the Po*
%Rion of the Citizens Improve.
ment committee which Is mess
heading the boycott against the
newspaper. The NEWS C
I.
LIMNS of the Defender are esti
for the discussion of the issues
Three white teenagers, ages 12, In the protest movement to both,
Abase supporting it and those
13 and 14, told police they were
against it.
attacked Sunday night by three
119111111111111111111111911111111111919flINSIMIIIIMII
IMMI
unidentified Negro youths on Chelceiving for its dollars that have
sea at Holmes.
gone into the coffers of the Corn.
According to the boys, the Ne- mercial
Appeal through the years.
groes, all apparently around le. Certainly as per the recori,
the
approached them and asked if Commercial Appeal has promoted
many
worthy
projects that were
they had a knife. When they answered that they did not, the Ne- community-wide and benevolent
in motivation, from which both
gro youngsters reportedly knockNegroes and whites benefitted.
ed them to the sidewalk and kick- That credit no one wishes
to take
ed them.
away. But when Jesus upbraided
The younger boys, Stanley Lat- the Pharasees for emphasizing
the mechanics of religion like fastimer, 13, visitor from Sidney, Ohio ing and
tithing to the neglect of
and Mickey Bradford, 12, of 3544 solid piety as expressed in love
Myers, told officers that their as- and justice and mercy, he said
saulters were last seen running these things you should have done,
and the others you should not
south on Ellison.
have left undone.
Fourteen-year-old Kenny Faulk
"The discharge of one duty is
of 3620 Orchid and his two friends no excuse for failure in another.
were returning from a movie when When a virtue 'is used to cover
they were accosted by the older up a vice, for all practical purposes, the virtue itself becomes
Negro teenagers.
a vice. A newspaper is one of
Stanley was taken to the hos- those institutions that communipital shortly after the incident ties have gotten into the habit of
when he complained of a head. looking to for guidance in matache to his mother, Mrs. Earl ters of community goodwill and
Latimer. They are visiting rela- improved human relations. Where
the public is concerned, any newstives at 3776 Whitaker,
paver has a moral obligation to
its community at that point.
"The Commercial Appeal is hi.
ased to the extent that it is in

Two At Familr SimiTAhttraecekYo thes
Awarded Scholarships Teenage Boys
Mrs. Loretta E. Kateo, supervisor, and Mrs. Grace
W. Aarons, director of casework, of Family Service of
Memphis have been awarded scholarships to attend for
one week in August the Leadership Training Workshop
of the Parent Education Project. University of Chicago,
under the auspices of the Ford
Foundation.
Family Service since 1939, has had
Family Service of Memphis held wide experience in parent eduits first institute for parents on cation, not only through the agengood principles of child rearing in cy's Family Life Education ses
1947. Since then the agency's pro- sions, but also as a leader in the
gram of Education for Family Life program sponsored by the Adult
has included discussion groups for Education Center of Southwestern
young people on love, courtship. university.
and marriage, and sessions for
parents on child growth and development.
As the director of the Chicago
project, Miss Ethel Kawin, says,
"The project's purpose is to develop methods to help parents
BIRMINGHAM, En gl a n d—
acquire the knowledge and understanding they need to bring up (INS) — Six-hundred Boy Scouts
children who will become mature, were evacuated from their flood.
responsible citizens, able to func- wrecked tents at the World Scout
tion in and maintain a free, dem- Jamboree camp at Sutton Park
ocratic society."
near Birmingham early Tuesday.
•
WIDE EXPERIENCE
A sudden thunderstorm swept
Participating in the workshop the 750 acres camp before midwill be educators, parent-teacher night. Many tents were flattened
association members, social case- by the floods that followed.
workers, adult education leaders,
Jamboree officials said no one
and directors of mental health as- was injured.
sociations representing all sections
of the U. S. and Canada. Tho
workshop's objective is to train
group leaders who will in turn
bring to families the sound principles of family living.
Mrs. Kateo, a staff member of

Floods Hit
Scout Jamboree

Nab Man Who
Killed Woman
In Local Park

A quarrel "over money" led to
the stabbing of 36-year-old Nettie
Ruth Young, admitted her b o Y
shames."
friend, Harry Eugene Brooks,
FIVE HOURS LATE
Iva week.
Although the medium - height,
Brooks confessed the slaying
graying Mrs. Parker clearly preThe Ministers and Citizens here when New Orleans police referred to stay clear of further League for Human Rights will turned the man when he gave him• publicity, she "always felt t h e hold a meeting kig. 14, begin- self up.
„woman was coming back." It was .ning at 11 a.mi n Mt. Olive CME
An unemployed cotton worker
.pnly after the baby had not been Cathedral, located at 538 Linden, Brooks was quoted as saying he
one-half
five
and
,picked up some
Rev. H. C. Bunton. pastor of stabbed the woman with a switch...hours after the appointed time the church and president of the blade knife shortly after midnight
that she decided .to call the po- League, a n d Rev. E. W. Wil- on Jan. 19 in Forrest park.
lice.
liamson, pastor of Olivet Baptist i Miss Young was discovered
; Tall, 17-year-old L ay erne church, will give reports on the shortly after dawn by a passer.
grown*, Mrs. Parker's grand Southern Leaders conference held by. Brooks was indicted on a first
daughter, said tik woman brought in Montgcmery, Ala. this week, degree murder charge by the
Charles to their home at 391 N. The leadership conference w as Shelby County Grand Jury in Feb.
3rd and promised to pick him up called by Rev. Martin Luther ruary. By then, Brooks, who for.
(4111 at 4 p.m. after whrk. When Mrs King.
merly lived at 228 N. 4th, had
w. Parker arrived home, she assumRev. Bunton urged that a I ' gone to New Orleans.
ed the care of the baby.
members of the local League and
Homicide Lt. N. E. Zachery
Police took the 8-month-o I d others who are able attend the said the man surrendered himself
child to John Gaston hospital meeting at Mt. Olive.
to city police there July 15,

Rights League
Meets August 14

Says Paper
Peddles
'Insults'

61.. I Univ. Will
Offer Printing Fire Damages

JACKSONVILLE, Ha. — Bishop D. Ward Nichols
is determined to fight his conviction by a five man ecclesiastical jury "until my dying" breath he said here
Monday.
His first chance to appeal his conviction on nys:.
charges of violating the laws of
the AME church won't come until
1960 when the general conference
of the denomination is held.
At that time, he can argue his
appeal before the judicial council
of the church.
Until that time, he will remain
suspended and his duties will be
taken over by Bishop Sherman L.
Greene, sr.
The conviction of Bishop Nichols
on all five of the charges brought
against him was a surprise to
many who felt that he wield too
much influence In the church to
be found guilty.
The hearing, which began last
Tuesday at Mt. Zion AME church,
was conducted by Bishop R. R.
Wright, president of the AME
Bishops' council.
The charges were filed in New
York last month by the Rev. M.
M. Lindsay of Gainesville. Fla.
Bishop Nichols was accused and
found guilty of:
1. Illegal handling of general
budget funds.
2. Placing burdensome assessments upon the churches and the
1
ministers for his personal gain.
3. Disobedience to the order and
discipline of the AME church.
4. Levying unauthorized assessments,
5. Maladministration In office
In the church.
There were no findings on
charges brought by William B.
Stewart, the former president of
Edward Waters college,
It was announced shortly after
the verdict, that the decision valll
be appealed to the Judicial Council of the church. Meanwhile, Ilish•
op Sherman L. Greene, Sr., will
replace Bishop Nichols in the 11th

A & I Infirmary

will be in charge. A former Tennessee State student, Pleasant
earned his degrees at West Virginia State college and Ohio State
university.

Announce Shift
At Lauderdale

was injured.
Hundreds of summer school atm
dents saw two engine companies
and a truck company battle the
blaze on the second floor of the
wooden frame building. The blaze
started in a bedroom in an apartment on the second floor of the
building, completely destroying
the apartment.
The other apartment on that
floor as well as the infirmary on
the ground floor suffered water
and smoke damage.

An elementary school, which has
served white residents for over
55 years, has been turned over for SENTENCE BEGIN FOR 3
the use of Negro youth, the board CHICAGO, Illinois —
Five more Chicago teenagers
of education announced Tuesday.
began sentences last week rangLauderdale school, at Lauderdale ing from 14 to 20 years in the
and Walker, will be renamed hammer slaying of a 17.year-old
Walker school, and the three story Negro boy.
structure will help to alleviate the
Earlier. Joseph Schwartz, 18,
overcrowded condition now exist- confessed to the actual
slaying of
ing in local Memphis Negro Alvn Palmer and was
sentenced
schools.
I to a prison term of 50 years,

BISHOP NICHOL!
district.
From the time the charges WON
first aired, Bishop Nichols has di.
Wed the allegations. He said "that
whole thing Is an attempt to em.
e
barrass me. A lot of people don't
like my supposed aggressiveness.
They want to break down Negro
leadership.''
After his transfer frosts the First
Episcopal district in New York
to the 11th in Florida, Bishop Nichols became an increasingly cone
troversial figure in the church. Its
was often at odds with local lead.
era but the dismissal of Dr. WU.
ham B. Stewart as president od
Edward Waters college, an Al1fg
school, really started fireworks.
However, Bishop Nichols raised
more than $241,000 for the Mini.
mum Salary fund for the AM*
church. This was the largest SUM
raised by any district.
The bishop's annual salary Is
$8,000 plus another $2,5(, for eels
penses.

YOUR FRIENDS
Clip this item for future political reference.
It is a report on who your FRIENDS AND ENEMIES are in'the United States Senate. Last, Thursday the Senate adopted the jury trial amendment
in a roll call vote 51-to-42, thus making the Civil
Rights bill a hollow mockery, unworthy of passage. Here are your enemies and friends:

YOUR ENEMIES
FOR THE AMENDMENT — 5)
DEMOCRATS FOR — 39
Anderson
Bible
Byrd
Chavez
Church
Eastland
Ellender
Ervin
Frear
Fulbright
Gore
Green
Hayden
Hill
Holland
Jackson
Johnson (Texas)
Johnson (S. C.)
Kefauver
Kennedy

Kerr
I,ausche
Long
Magnuson
Mansfield
McClellan
Monroney
Murray
O'Mahoney
Pastore
Robertson
Russell
Scott
Smothers
Sparkman
Stennis
Talmadge
Thurmond
Yarborough

Enemies
REPUBLICANS FOR — 13
Butler
Mundt
Capehart
Revercomb
Schoeppel
Case (S. D.)
Curtis
Smith (Maine)
Coldwater
Williams
Malone
Young

See INSULTS Page 2

NASHVILLE — Printing is the newest industrial
arts offering which Tennessee State University's indusNASHVILLE — Tennessee State
trial education department will make available to students
university's infirmary was seriouscome September.
ly damaged last week by a fire
The announcement came last week from Dr. William of undetermined origin. No one
L. Crump, public relations director. Dr. Crump added that printing is offered by the university
as an area of endorsement for
those students majoring in industrial education and who plan to
teach printing in junior and seion high schools. He further pointed out that individuals In the university's two-year course in vocational technical training curriculum also may choose printing as
one area of concentration.
This is a training program, and
rot a production program, Dr.
Crump said. To this end the best
in equipment and staff have been
assembled to insure qualifying
training and experience on the linotype, on the platen and cylinder presses, in hand composition,
in advertising layout and design,
and in other phases of printing.
Gilbert K. Pleasant, associate
professor of industrial education,

Awaits 1960 To
Appeal Verdict

YOUR FRIENDS
AGAINST THE AMENDMENT — 42
DEMOCRATS AGAINST — 9
Carroll
Clark
Douglas
Hennings
Humphrey

McNamara
Morse
Neuberger
Symington

Friends
REPUBLICANS AGAINST — 33
Aiken
Allott
Barrett
Beall
Bennett
Bricker
Bush
Carleson
Case (N. .1.)
Cooper
Cotton
Dirkaen
Dworshak
Flanders
Hickenlooper
Hruska

davits
Jenner
Knowland
Kuehel
Langer
Martin (Tows)
Martin (Pa.)
Morton
Payne
Potter
Purtell
Saltonstall
Smith (N. J.)
Thye

Ives

Wiley

WatkfitS
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No Way Out
For City In
Integration

Sat., Aug. 10, 1957
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Faces Murder Rap
.... A New Orleans man, Harry
Brooks, 36, who formerly lived in
• Memphis, will be returned to
...Memphis this week to face a murder charge, police said. Brooks
has been arrested for the murder
tlf Nettie Ruth Young, whose body
a was found last January in Forrest Park.
TUSKEGEE, Ala. — Last week,
white merchants in Tuskegee said
trade continued to pick up under
the impact of a sales promotion

campaign designed to counteract
effects of a boycott by Negro citizens of the town. Some merchants
said their business was 20 to 25
per cent more than it had been
during the past seven weeks of
the boycott, which started after a
local law WA3 passed to restrict
Negro voting. It was reported that
most of the shoppers in the boom
weft predominantly Negroes of
Macon County,

Visitor Runs Into Trouble

state under
COVINGTTN, Tenn. — Royal!bound over to the
$6,000. It was later
Reiland Hill, 30, of Chicago, Ill., bonds totaling
he is wanted in Louwas charged on five counts in found that
on bad check
General Sessions court in Coving- isville and Illinois
has served prison
ton last week, after he had dis- charges. He
bothstate and federal
armed State Trooper Neverette terms in
were found a
Huffman, who stopped him for prisons. In the car
Shakespere
speeding. Hill took the trooper's volume of poems by
psychology and
gun and sped away in his blue and a book on
learning.
Cadillac. Hill was later caught and other works of

Crushes Man's Head In Fight
long

Ulysses Gamble, 35, was dead
on arrival at John Gaston hospi•
tel last week. Police said he was
involved in a fight with Bilbo Taylor, 37, of 1056 Delaware, in the
Frisco yards at the foot of Butler. Taylor crushed Gamble's head

piece of
with a three-foot
two by four, police said. Taylor
was cut with a knife about the
face and hand. Taylor was arrested but cause of the fight was
not immediately given.

Waits 33 Years For Divorce
Anderson Kinner, 60, of 111.0 grounds of desertion, but asked his
Ethel, testified that he married I attorney, Hunter Cochran, "Why
your client wait 33 years to
.Mrs. Pearlie Faulkner Kinner Ap- did
get a divorce?" The lawyer said,
Miss.,
ril 2, 1009, at Holly Springs,
"Your honor, my client is from
and she deserted him Feb 20, Mississippi. I am from Mississip1924. Chancellor Rives Manlier pi, and Mississippians are somegranted Mr. Kinner a divorce on times a little slow."

Miracle He Still Lives
GALAZ, Va.—James E. Turner,
35-year-old laborer of Winston Salem, N. C., emerged from seven
hours of surgery in "satisfactory"
condition, after being run over by
22 cars of a freight train early
last week. Surgeons amputated the
and ankle of the victim. Turner
suffered multiple and extensive

lacerations of the scalp and abrasions and cuts all over his body,
doctors said. Witnesses said the
engine and cars of a Norfolk and
Western Railroad freight passed
over Turner when he stepped
from the back of a truck onto
the rails in the Galaz freight
yards.

Beer Licenses Suspended
Memphis Police Chief J. C. Mace old, said they had bought beer
donald, had eight police officers ' at the place. The board voted to
suspend the beer license at Stipend three Negro youths present
pin' Inn, although Mr. Payn•
to testify before the Memphis Li- wrote the board sometime prevcensing Board to clear the police iously that he plans to close the
department of brutality charges iously that he plans to close the
made in a beer license case in- cafe.
Meanwhile the beer license of
volving John W. Payne, operator
of the Slippin' Inn, for Negro pa- the Delis& Club, on Wilson at., olatrons. The Slippin' Inn had been erated by Arthur White was susrharged with selling beer to a mi- pended indefinitely. The board was
nor. Two of the Negro youths at told that White sold beer after
last week's hearing, each 20 years i hours.

Search For Whiskey
Climaxed In Beating
Twenty-seven-year-old Tilmond
Sanders of 856 Tate charged that
"11 stitches" were required to sew
ewound inflicted by a policeman
when two officers entered his
borne, without a search warrant,
apparently under the assumption
that he was bootlegging.
One of the officers, E. S. Berkley, revealed that no whiskey was
found in Sanders' home.
Sanders' version of the story,
revealed in a City Court hearing,
was that the other officer, E. C.
Jones, forced his way into his
house and started looking around,
Berkley "h a d handcuffed my
hands behind my back," he testified. When Sanders questioned
Jones about the search warrant,
he stated, Jones hit him, requiring the stitches.
Officers Berkley and Jone
story, according to Chief aTacdon-

aid, was that Sanders agreed to
sell an informer, accompanying
the officers a bottle, until he turned on the porch light and recognized the policemen, who were
wearing civilian clothes.
The officers said he was reaching into his pocket for a knife
and threatening the informer when
Jones intervened. After a 10-minute struggle during which Sanders
was struck, the men were able
to overcome him, Macdonald said
Judge Boushe dismissed charg•
es of disorderly conduct, carrying
a dangerous weapon and resisting
arrest against Sanders.
Chief Macdonald said there
would be no action taken against
Officers Jones and Berkley he.
cause there was "no evidence that
they used more force than neces•
vary "

Requests by some Nashville citizens to abolish the city's plans
for desegregating the first grade
Sept. 3 has led the school board's
attorneys to state that now there
is no alternative to the Federal
Court-approved plan.
In a legal opinion released last
week by the attorneys, they point
out that the plan does, however,
contain stipulations allowing parents of pupils zoned into schools
or grades predominately attended
by the opposite race to ask for
transfer kr their children.
W. H. Oliver, assistant superintendent of schools, said that whatever method of assignment or
mower that was completely
and profits for a farmer," actransfer of students is made, it
STITCH IN TIME SAVES in
State
Tennessee
by
RodN.
overhauled
Ervin
to
cording
will be made on the basis of none
dollars and hours for t h
dy, from Harriman, Tenn.,
university's expert Robeet H.
racial factors.
farmers. "A well-trained man
who is majoring in agricultur•
Derden, farm shop senior tech10 PER CENT ELIGIBLE
in care, operation, and main.
al education. Clanton I/1 Phonician. Derden (right) is shown
The revision of 23 school zones
tenance of farm power maInspecting a far shop rebuilt
to
which previously had overlapped
chinery can double the life
has paved the way for this initial
integration of Nashville schools.
Oliver stated that 126 Negroes will
be eligible to attend formerly allwhite classes this fall, amounting
to less than 10 per ceht of the
estimated 1,435 Negro first graders expected.
Relatively little reaction h a
been noted generally, the official
Among the country's foremost in spots in and around Chicago stated. One call, however, was
Janz organists is Harry 'Daddy-0' and Detroit. While in the latter from a Negro mother whose child
Gibson, who plays hot, sweet and city, he' met Trummie Youn g, had been rezoned into a predomformer trombonist for the great inately white school zone. S h e
This new Chess recording star Jimmie Lunceford, who then head- wanted her child transferred to
ROCK HILL, S. C. — (INS)—
two sides released and aix ed his own outfit. The great 'slip' a Negro school.
The Rock Hill Negro minister bus- has
ready for public airing in horn' artist hired him as a pian- 'IMPROPER'
boycott leader, already threatened more
ist.
In the lengthy opinion, Attys.
near future.
with bomb retaliation, vowed Sun- the
Edin F. Hunt and Reber Both.
Currently riding high on his re- BIG AMBITION
day to continue the concerted acHis burning ambition to further said further:
of "Behind The Sun" coution until transportation is integrat- cording
"It would be very improper for
pled with the Gibson treatment on his study of the organ resulted in
ed.
the ever popular "Night Train," his resigning from the band, tak- this board without approval by
The Rev, C. A. Ivory, who re- Gibson is being groomed for a na- ing a day job as a warehouse. the Federal Court and consequent
ported three threatening phone
tional tour beginning in the Fall. man, going to school at night and modification of its judgement, to
calls to police Saturday night, took SOLID BACKGROUND
playing gigs on weekends. In abandon its plan for abolishing
the stand Sunday that, "This boyGibson is not an overnight sen- 1954, he purchased his own organ. compulsory segregation in t h e
cott will last until we get justice. sation. His laurels are well earnDuring the time he was working first grade."
By justice I mean until my peo- ed. Born in Memphis, Tenn., he at a club in Little Rock, Ark., ' The opinion advised that any
ple are allowed to ride the buses completed high school and enroll- Al Allen, one of the leading disk action by the board to abandon
on an equal basis." He added:
ed at Fisk university, Nashville, jockeys, introduced him to Leo- the plan without prior approve
"All we want is justice and fair where he majored in music.
nard Chess of Chess Recording of the court probably would be
treatment. We're waiting until the
Dreaming of playing concert pi- co. Chess was so impressed with "contemptuous of the court."
other people agree to obey the law ano and pipe organ, Gibson began
MAY FACE INJUNCTION
his organ technique, he immediateof the land. We know it is uncon- his study of the instruments at an
The opinion continued: "One obrecord
s,gred
a
ly
to
con- vious consequence of such abanstitutional to be forced to ride in early age. After two years of cola segregated manner."
lege, he was forced to join a band tract and recorded eight sides on donment would be the almost immediate issuance of an injunction
due to limited funds. He played him.
JIM CROW STAYS
compelling the enforcement of the
Paul Knight, owner of the City
submitted plan. A likely conseBus Company, issued the franchise
quence would be an order for imthree weeks ago, maintained. "I
mediate end total desegregation
intend to obey South Carolina laws
because the board would not be
and only South Carolina laws as
operating under its plan, and the
long as I am in this state.—The
Federal Court already has adjudgbuses will remain segregated."
ed that 'it is not the duty of the
The two-week old boycott began
court to devise a plan of desegwhen Arlene Austin, 23, a Negro,
Oct. 12, Bishop college; Oct. 26 regation.'"
was ordered by a bus driver to
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — T h e
"It will not be easy," the atleave a seat just given to her by "Preying Panthers" of Philander Rust college (Homecoming) Nov.
torneys said, "to sustain the cona white woman. Miss Austin said Smith college will move into the 2, Jarvis college.
stitutionality of the Tennessee act
it was the only vacant seat on newly formed Gulf Coast Athletic
Road games are: September when challenged. . ." in "light
the bus.
Conference in September with 28, Dillard university; Oct. 5, Leof what has happened to the puIvory received ttiree threat- their keen jungle eyes set on win- land college; Oct. 19, Tougaloo pil assignment law elsewhere. ."
phone calls Saturday night he ning the first Championship of this college and Nov. 9, Lane college.
The legal opinion has been resaid, by "probably two different newly born Athletic Conference.
Member colleges of the n e w ferred to the hoard's instruction
men." In one call he was told, Panther Coach M. L. "Mike" athletic conference are: Tougaloo committee for consideration. The
"I just wanted to be sure you'd Summerville expects 16 lettermen Southern
Christian, Tougaloo, committee is scheduled to meet
be there when it goes off." Said and 8 squadmen to return to ac- Miss.; Dillard, New Orleans; Hus- before Oa Aug. 7 board meeting
powerhouse
a
team
the
giving
tion,
the second called, "If you don't
ton, Tillotson, Austin, Texas; Bish- at which time a recommendation
call off the boycott, there won't of seasoned players. Among them op, Marshall, Texas; Rust, Holly on the opinion will be made.
62"Willie,
Manuel
Big
be
will
be a Nigger working in town."
Springs, Miss., and Philander
Althoeeh advising against a
City,
The minister said he duly report- 220 pound tackle from Forrest
Smith.
modification of the plan, the atside
left
the
on
anchor
an
Ark.,
ed the threats to the police, "but
E. E. Collins, of Texarkana, torneys stated they will request
of the line for two years, who
I wasn't alarmed."
Texas, is Commissioner of the one if the beard so desires.
shows promise of reaching full poGCAC. Collins, a graduate of Praitential this season.
rie View who gained national recSCHEDULE
as an All-Conference basThe Panthers open the season ognition
with Butler college, September 21. ketball center, is special supervis•
Other home games are as follows: or of Bowie County schools.

Leader Of Rate 'Daddy-O" Gibson
Bias Fight Among Top Organists
Threatened

IRONS REPAIRED

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

Insults
(Continued From Page 1)

that-is so good that n °coaxing
necessary. Yet homemakers know
that is so good that no coaxing is
drinks it. There are several equally good recipes in a leaflet —
Snacktime Hits — that you may
have just for the calling —Memphis Dairy Council, JAckson 6-7303.
Or you may drop a card to Memphis Dairy Council, 135 N. Pau'.
Me, Memphis, Tenn., asking for
Snacktime Hits. We will be happy
to oblige you.
CHERRY VANILLA FLOATS
1 quart milk, chilled
1.4 cup maraschino cherry syrup
ts cup chopped maraschino cherries
1 pint vanilla ice cream for ID
aschino cherries
Combine milk and maraschino
syrup. Place 2 tablespoons chopped cherries in each of 4 glasses.
Add milk mixture. Place ball of
ice cream in each. Garnish with
cherry. Makes 4 servings.

Crusade

finical to good race relations by
any logical or ethical measurement. That is evidenced by the
(Continued From Page 1)
lame excuse that it gives for refusing to give Negroes the prop- mittee, which is headed by Frank
er title in its columns; namely, Kilpatrick, sr„ chairman and Dr.
that if such titles are given them,
I. A. Watson, jr., co-chairman,
many of the white people of Mis- with headquarters at 1395 Doris
sissippi will drop their paper.
ave. set forth the reasons for the
"In this statement it makes both crusade in a release to the Tria damaging admission of its own State Defender last week.
Ineffectiveness in the area of culMr. Kilpatrick and Dr. Watson
tural uplift, and directs a subtle said in a joint statment: "Every
indictment against the intelligence reasonable effort has been
of the white people of Mississip- over a period of five or
pi; for, if that is true it is saying years to induce the C. A. to
in the first place, that after a change its policy towards news
hundred and eighteen years it has about Negroes and the use of tinot done one thing to broaden the tles of respect for Negro women.
attitude and outlook of its cli"All reasonable efforts have
entele. I am sure they could rust failed; we have no assurances that
have been any more prejudiced any drastic effort on our part will
a hundred and eighteen years ago change the attitude of the C. A.,
than it represents them as being ,but we don't have to accept in.
now. That means its readers are sults and pay for them too."
right...where it found them on the LEAFLETS DISTRIBUTED
day of its first edition.
Leaflets distributed by the com"In the second place, it is say- mittee throughout the city read in
ing that its strongest selling point part:
to the people of Mississippi is ila "We take this means of calling
racial bias. If this is true then the upon all Negroes who desire reCommercal Appeal needs to show spect and justice to join us in an
some good reason why this or any all-out effort to gain these objecother community should continue tives. For a number of years, we
to support it. It has been no mor- have been subjected to unfair and
al force for the peace and one- insulting treatment from one of
ness of the community, not with- our daily papers, namely, t h •
standing the unstinted support. Commercial Appeal. These have
But, personaily, as far as Mis- ranged from degrading editorials
sissippi is concerned. I think she against organizations and per
has enough troubles of her own seeking to improve the statu
without anybody using her as a the Negro to flat refusal to use
scapegoat to be btamed for samethe proper title of "Mrs." when
thing that she had nothing to do
married Negro women figured in
with.
the news.
"Various committees of Negroes 'INSULT TO INJURY'
who waited on representatives of
"On a number of occasions,
the Commercial Appeal in at- committees have visited the editempts to have these indignities tor and asked that these actions
corrected have met with arrogant be corrected; in each instance,
and insulting rebuffs. One group the committee's request was rewas told that Negroes did not de- jected with statements that addserve the titles given other people ed insult to injury.
because they were not only im"We now urge and solicit the
moral but unmoral. Another group support of every Negro who dewas told that a very small per- sires respect and justice to discentage of Negroes living in Mem- continue subscription of the Comphis were legally married. This
mercial Appeal and refuse to buy
is a statement whose accuracy
it in any manner. .
cannot be tested it seems to me,
The leaflet is signed: The Citibecause there are literally thouzens Improvement Committee, 139
sands of people living in Memphis
Doris ave.
who came here married and whose
record would not be in Memphis.
Hawaii produces 70 percen,
And to add insult to injury
the world's pineapple,
there has been unofficially hinted a proposition to the effect that
we should be contented to have
wives of Negro ministers, lawyers,
doctors and those in the teaching
FACE CREAM
profession given the recognition
Bleaches, beautifies, "Makes Skin
we seek. To me this is the last
Like Velvet" Excellent for skis
In Division One, Federal ComThe 1957 Baseball season conies
lilamtshm from external causes.
straw.
to a close for the Negro semi-pro press Blues are tied for the sec"In the first place it is a well Try it One jar will convince you.
Ulu $oap
Osman 3kla With P
league next week. The League ond half championship. The Dodcalculated wedge designed to be
teams will wind-up their regular gers won the first half. The teams
driven between the Negro leaderhave one more game to play.
season schedules by kug. 18.
ship and fellowship. It is an atTeam rankings at present are
In Division Two, Orange
tempt to pit the professions agates(
A-200
as follows:
first
won
half hon.
Mound's Tigers
the masses. To me the proposiors and are now tied with the
tion is brazenly insulting because
Hardwood Stars for second half.
it shows lack of respect for the
They have one game left to play.
ministers and professional themKlondyke with two games left
selves. It even excludes the minis two games out of first place
isters' mother, his sister and hie
— and a tie possibility is suggestdaughter unless they happen to
ed.
be married to one in one of the
MONROE, La. — (INS) — Six
named professions.
IMMEDIATELY!
persons were killed when a single LETTER CARRIERS WIN
"Whoever the minister is to
The Letter Carriers won both
engine plane stalled over Monroe
Get fast relief! A-e00 kills 1111
whom this proposition was made,
arid crashed into a field Monday. first and second half championCrabs, Lice, and their eggs
else
in
whatever
is
he
doubt
about,
The victims were. J. W. John- ships. No play is thus planned in
MAURICE HULBERT
—in minutest
he can be sure of one thing: and
Easy to use—like, shamson, 73. Monroe• his sons 4. O., Division 3.
poo. Not a greasy ointment.
Hunter Fans, first half champs! Veteran showman and fretern- that is the man did not respect
52, William, 45, and Audrey. 43;
irritate your skin—
Won't
him,
because there are s o
Robert Johnson, 5, son of Audrey, and now tied with the Tate Red al leader Maurice Ilulbert, sr.,
won't stain your clothed.
and Zanastatia Johnsen, 17, daugh- Sox for second half honors will .was unan.mously elected manag- things you don't ask people to do
Washes right out.
play Thursday night at Lincoln er of the Beale Street Elks Rest, when you respeet them.
Go to the drug store and
ter of William.
"I want the titles that everyat 401 Beale, on Aug. 1. at a meetbuy A-200 today
There were no survivors as all Park to settle the issue. Playoff 1
else
body
wants
of
City
beBluff
enjoys
Ledge
and
96.
1h2.alfShwotiirldnertsheT"
I
but the tail of the plane was bur- 1 wb'eill
114111 WIER...bMeSUMM
Mr. Hulbert, who has been a cause there is nothing in a democI
first, second
ied in the ground.
racy
that
good
is
for
of
entertainment'
some
Symbol
1
the
of
Memphis
not division winners will play.
Harvey Branch, left-handed pit- for years, and who has headed people that is not good for every
About one-fourth of New York
up many of the promctional proj- body. The conclusion of the whole
City's supply of water is drawn' cher with Magnolia Eagles has ects of the local Elks , organize- 'matter is that the Commercial Apregularly from the Croton river been signed to a Chicago club tion, has also long been associat- peal has just about used up all
CAN YOU USE
contract. He has already gone to
basin.
reeeste neignhet, osfpotthse of its constitutional privileges and
leadstwoifththteheBealeE lkastR
a farm club.
met few, if any, of its moral obMORE
Sunday, Aug, 11, an All • Star
He is the father of famed radio ligations of the peace and goodWif
team from Nashville, Tenn.. will
personality, Maurice Hulbert, jr., will of the total community. As
come to Martin Stadium for a
tar as the red-blooded Negroes of
of Baltiroore, Md.
game with an all-star team from
Following his election Mr. Hui- Memphis and the Mid-South are
Memphis. The Memphis team won
ColOIJNO FLOOR
bert announced plans for corn - concerned, whenever a paper of(Continued From Page 1)
in Nashville recently by a score pie.e.y
STERICM BUILDING
t i
renovating the already fers a Negro the Commercial Apof 6-0. Harvey Branch struck nit
two soft drink bottles from a nearWHIPI 001OL lull YOU'
well-appointed Elks Rest club, peal, his proposition is simply
1,15 P5III5I54i141
this:
by service station. Rubin started 17 batters and allowed three hits. with provisionsfor making
SISV (5
Thursday
night,
apparently
Aug. 8, Hunt tertainment facilities available for
"Insults For Sale On Weeklyd
in hot pursuit of Hill,
er
Fans
will
inharmonTate
play
Red
Sox,
the third party in an
rental to clubs and other groups Installments Of Fifty Cents Each."
hies triangle. Firemen restrained Friday night, Aug. 6, Klondyke for banquets, parties and other
I Athletes take on the Orange,
the man, according to police
, occasions. He expects to have the
WHY NOT ADD-A-ROOM NOW
Mound Stars
I club ready for his expandad pro
Hill was fined MS by Judge Col0. FHA tom. Ito. ostIonalto •aoy ofootonto H. Cook, Uo to 50 month, f.
charge.
Two
cootroot bow
W.
000,
oll typos of Wm* repair, or temodollog oo
from
AnoOlo
teams
driving
the
Jun.
WDIA
grant not later than Sept. 1.
ton on a reckless
ottio rO•o. or Aodroom ph000 too
If roe ...I ft gorge. home wortoleop,
kir League have been invited to
tedAy, WI OFTIA StIVICI WITH INT/CNITY
A $26 disorderly conduct charge I
play a game preceding the All
F ter-afinIn
e
thp
hrim
thusa loyf tchoemeUs. Sirnsni
Was meted Rubin and a similar
HOME IUILDERS SUPPLY CO.
charge against his wile was drop- Star game Sunday, Aug. 11 at catch
Plierml SC S41211
820 SOUTH WILLETT
Martin Stikium.
j Gulf of Mexico

Philander Panthers
Eye Top Grid Title

House OKs
Bill To Curb
Delinquents

WASHLNGTON — (INS) —The
House approved legislation yesterday giving Congressional consent
to agreements among states f o r
handling delinquent juveniles, particularly run - away children.
The measure, which now goes
to the Senate, permits states to
work together to build and maintain facilities for the control and
treatment of delinquency.
Twenty . two states already ,
•
have adopted legislation relating '
to the compacts.
with ,
deal
compacts
The
supervision of juveniles placed on
probation by another state as
well as the return of delinquent
and non - delinquent juveniles
A grant of $3,000 to the Legal Herndon Foundation. according th
who have crossed state lines.
Defense and Educational Fund of an announcernet by N. B. Her- treasurer of Atthe NAACP has been Oven by the ' don, president
.
anta If,. Insurance Co.
Japan derives 60 percent of its
441111=1111111111.111116
This amount was in addition to a power for industry from coal and
I grant of $2,500 made to the settle about 28 percent from water powI fund in the Summer of 1956. A er. The remainder is generated
6.500 grant to the American Red from natural gas and other petroCross was also given recently by
TOASTERS
LAMPS
leum products.
the organization.
FANS
E. M. Martin, secretary of At':ACUUM CLEANERS
lanta Life Insurance Co., CUM. citizenship, hut in the position of
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS inenting on the sift said: -No inTeriors and economc slaves.
donation to any organization in They have succeeded for two genAmerica pays greater dividends te erations in keeping Negroes in the
the cause of practical freedom and deep south servile and in Inferior
democracy than a donation to the positions. The truth of this needs
NAACP Legal Defense and Edu. no South-wide survey and no cornmittees to investigate and report
eational Fund."
Speaking further, Martin said: back."
-Ungodly forces in America are VIRTUAL "SLAVES"
ALSO-dedicated to keeping 12,000,000 NeThe insurance company execuREBUILT VACUUM S 95 groes, particularly in the South, tive, in citing the far.reaching
up in the position of not second class good this fund is doing, stressed
CLEANERS
that "Negroes here in the South
are still little more than slaves.
It is time that democracy and
Christian America, with the United States Congress, should at least
curb the forces of hell that are
APPLIANCES. INC
gnawing at the very foundations
IICORDS CON IVIIIYONI
of the Bill of Rights and the Con760 Union - IA. 7.2631
stitution of the United States." He
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
301 Popfar et lAnniliprilel•
stated in A release that the Legal
04,,,he,
Perm Porkine
Photo A 54341
Defense and Educational Fund is
hel •
1111

Herndon Foundation
iyes

Make cool refreshing milk
drinks the highlight for August refreshment. They are ideal tor
tempting the small fry who needs
three or four glasses of milk a
day, and for the teen-age jam sessions. This is an ideal drink for
the bridge club, or for unexpected
company in the after'eon or evening.
Variety is unlimited in making
milk and ice cream to make delicious combinations. The fruits
and juices can be either fresh or
frozen. Summer is a good time
to try a variety of flavors on the
family.
Sometimes children and adults
simply rebel when you say, "Eat
this because it's good for you."
This cherry vanilla float is a drink

Wind Up For Semi-Pro
Baseball Next Week

6 Killed In
Plane Crash

Hulbert Named
Manager Of
Beale St. Club

PRESTO

KILLS
CRABS

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
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All-American Burl Toler Does Not
Regret Giving Up Chance ForFame
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Memphis, as he was "just on the
By DOROTHY BUTLER
team' at teMoyne college.
When Burl Toler donned his unCO-CAPTAIN AT SFCC
iform and proudly trotted out onto
During the year spent at San
the field with the College All
Francisco City college, he co-capStars to play against the Los
tained the school's championship
Angeles Rams in the 1951 All-Star
team. When an athletic scholargame, he contemplated many
ship made possible his transfer
years of professional football
to the all-male University of San
ahead after college graduation.
Francisco, he was also made co.
Thirty days later, he had de•
captain.
cided to give up a professional
In 1948, he attained the distine•
football career which promised
lion of All-American, and for three
fortune and fame.
years participated on the All
What circumstances could evoke
Coast team, The culmination and.
such a momentous decision from
virtual termination of his brief,
this Memphis born and bred lad?
but exciting, career was the AllMr. Toler, now 29, in the city
Star game in 1951.
from his San Francisco home to
During his junior year, he revisit his parents, recounted the oc,
calls, he was offered a contract
currences which led him to forewith the Chicago Browns, but dego his professional football p u rcided to stay with his friends at
suits:
the University of San Francisco—
another decision he does not re•
TORN LIGAMENTS
gret.
BURL TOLER
"In the fourth quarter of the
ANOTHER OFFER
All-Star gains with nine minutes
Coast? Well that too, smiled TolIn 1956, the Chicago Cardinals
to play. I was Injured. I had been
er, "was the result of a relative- again approached
playins throughout The g a m e.
Toler with an
ly quick decision."
enticing offer which he refused. In
After hospitalization, it was reBut this time by his mother, short, he
wants now only to convealed that I had torn ligaments
Mrs. A. W. Toler, 994 Woodlawn. tinue his
graduate studies, a ad
in my right knee."
After graduation from 5fanassas make his
family comfortable and
After 30 days and an operation High school in 1946, Toler
entered happy.
on his knee, in which he had LeMoyne college, where
he staySmiling gently, Toler spoke of
"time to think," the husky foot- ed one year. Anticipating
college his high regard and love for
hie
ball player decided not to re- away from home, the
football star Memphis friends and
neighbors.
new his contract with the Chica- approached his
mcther late in the
"I've
had a lot of advice which
go Cardinals and to pursue a summer after his
first year at helped me to do the things
I have
teaching career after graduation Lelitoyne about working
one year done. Friends, neighbors, my iron.
from University of San Francis- and returning to
school the fol- derfol parents, teachers and faith
co the following June.
lowing fall Mrs. Toler would hear in God."
Why? Although the operation none of that and
helped her son MEMBER COACHES GROUP
was very successful, and today enter Tuskegce.
In San Francisco, in addition to
tall, sturdy 'roler shows no signs NO DORM SPACE
his teaching duties and graduate
of it, he felt then "that profesAfter his arrival at the Alabama school. he is a
member of many
sional football, in contrast to school, he
learned that all dormi- organizations, including the
Coachteaching, was not as lasting," and tory space
had been taken. Then. es association. In many
of the
since he now had a good knee, quick -thinking
Mrs. Teter phoned groups, he is the only Negro.
Dur"he wanted to keep it." His an- her brother
out in San Francisco ing the few years he has
been a
ticipated marriage and the ac- and arranged
for her son to live West Coast resident, he h
a s
companying responsibility were with him and attend
colloge.
grown to love it as "a wonderful
contributing factors.
Five days later, he had enroll- place,
.where
one
must apply
DOESN'T REGRET IT
ed in San Francisco City college. himself to take
advantnee of his
Does a man regret a decision lie beamed proudly
and exclaim- chances."
like that? The able-bodied athlete ed, "I will always
thank my moth- GOOD ADVICE
says "no," although he loves the er for that decision."
His advice to young athletes Is
game very much. Anytime he feels
It was only after his long trip "to do what
you do, to the best
a bit moody or reminiscent, he to the West Coast that
the true of your abdity, go into it with
can glance at his wife, Mrs. Mel. magnitude of Burl Toler
— future the intent of excelling"
viaToler, and his two children, All-American — was bared.
According to this former All •
Valerie, 3, and Burl, jr., 19 months HIGH SCHOOL "WATER
ROY" Americah, turned teacher, "there
and "thank God" for the continIronically. at Manassas, Toler's is only one way to do
things, and
uous security that his job as phy- football activities were limited
to that is the right way."
sical education and mathematics passing out uniforms to the other
'ruler's father, A. W. Toler. had
instructer at San Francisco's Ben- players. "Trainer," they called
never seen his California.bred wife
jamin Franklin Jr. High school him; "Water Boy", he laughingor his children, so this summer
offers them.
ly called himself.
trip was partly for that reason.
What lured this young MemphiOnly token participation followThe family left Memphis Tues.
an from the South to the West ed his high school pursuits in
day for the return trip home.

Born At John Gaston Hospital
Dennis, to Mr. and Mrs, Cleve- !Banks, to Mr. and Mrs. James
A son, John Lee Bates, to Mr. land Dennis, 1328 Arkansas.
Banks, 1307 S. Main.
and Mrs. James Bates, 682 Con- JULY 11, 1957
A son, Barry Borner, to Mr.
cerd.
A son, Steven Talliferro Trav- and Mrs. David L. Horner, 2322
A daughter, Joyce Ann Harris, is, to Mr. and Mrs. Waymon Trav- Marble.
to Mr. and Mrs. John L. Harris, is, 1680 Hollywood.
A son, Erie Antonio Hall, to
404 Avery.
A son, James Louis Beasley, to Mr. and Mrs, James W. Hall, 755
A son, Quinton Lewis Smith, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Lee Beasley, Wells.
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith, 270 1052 Fields.
A son, Tommy Bradford to Mr.
Hernando.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Houston Bradford, '776
A daughter, Tekela Ander Aus- Harold Gunn, 1057 Cella.
Walnut.
tin, to Mr. and Mrs. William AusA daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs, Harold
tin, 1433 Star.
Roger L. uford, 3293 Marguerite E. Williams, 1001 Peach.
A son, Tommy Lee Wilkins, to rd.
A son, Arthur Lee West, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D Wilkins,
A daughter, June Alice Smith, and Mrs. Tommie West, 497 Beale.
A LITTLE CHILD shall lead
get the benefit of a Christian
1975 Perry.
them. This is evidenced here
to Mr. and Mrs. Gene R. Smith, AUG. 3, 1957
education. The AME Zion
, A son, Willie Roy Edwards, jr., 1897 POrson.
as
T.
Amos
McPherson,
ninechurch, the members of both
A daughter, Susie Mae Gary, to
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie R. Edyear-old Greenville, Ala., lad,
A daughter, Christine Webb, to Mr. and Mrs. George Gary, 3062
races in Greenville, the presialWards, 2558 Eldridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Webb, Nathan.
begins to solicit funds to redent, T. M. Patton. the student
W A son, Ronald Marvel Young, 561 N. Second.
build Lomax - Hannon college
body, along with this little boy
A daughter, Barbara Ann Sykes,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Young, 937
A daughter, Mary Lou Scott, to
which was almost destroyed
are asking that you please
to Mr. and Mrs. Homer Sykes,
Cella.
Mr. and Mrs. Noil Scott, 1049 Le- 1764
by Hurricane "Audrey." If
send a donation today. Send it
Hunter.
A son, Johnnie Wayne Ward, to now.
this school 4 not rebuilt Antos
to the Lomax-Hannon Building
daughter,
A
Marzette
Lorraine
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Ward, 669
A daughter, Gale Maria Nelson,
and many other ehildren in
Fund, Lomax • Hannon ColLane.
to Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Nelson, Tard, to Mr. and Mrs. Francis
that area may not be able to
lege, Greenville, Ala.
A. Tard, 1128 Orleans.
A son, Floyd Kinard Hayford, 1346 N. Bellevue.
A daughter, Patricia Ann Tay.
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hayford, A daughter, Sharon Turner, to
2552 Walnut.
Mr. and Mrs. Nolen Turner, 3043 lor, to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Taylor, 918 Nora rd.
A son, Briant Reary Howell, to Yale.
Mr. • and Mrs. Robert L. Howell, A daughter, Vicki Lynn C a bA daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
1992 Swift.
bage, to Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Cab- Leonard Suggs, 3907 Barron,
JULY 28, 1957
A son, Elie Porter, jr., to Mr.
bage, 251 W. Dison.
A daughter, Sherry Lynn Pat
A daughter, Sharon Eat Redilon, and Mrs. Elie Porter. 1116 Smith.
terson, to Mr. and Mrs. Linzo to Mr. and Mrs. Claudy Redilon,
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Baldridge, 822 N. Main.
Patterson, 926 Mosby.
1212 Tunica.
A son, John C. Knox, to Mr. and
A daughter, Laurie Valetta BonA son. Jim Henry Farris, jr.,
Mrs. Steven Knox, 1145 Capitol. ner, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bonner, to Mr. and Mrs. Jim H. Farris,
A son, James Robert Moore, jr., 1141 Thomas.
902 Lemoyne Mall.
to Mr. and Mrs. James R. Moore,
A daughter, Lashelle Turner, to
A son, Safayette Williams, to
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
1276 Lyon.
Mr. and Mrs. Philemon Turner, Mr. and Mrs, Fed Williams, 1297
A daughter, Jeanette Blakley, to 3045 Yale.
Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Blakley, 399 S. AUG. 1, 1957
A son, Ralph Tate, to Mr. and
Orleans.
A son, Tyrone Anthony Carrick, Mrs. Harlin C. Tate, 1445 Doris.
The attachment of the jury trial little, too late. The damage was
A daughter, Delois Ann Bates, to Mr. and Mrs. Budell Carrick,
A son, Jeff Henry Agnew, jr,, amendment to the civil rights bill done.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bates. 520 N. Second.
to Mr. and Mrs. Jeff H. Agnew, makes it a farce. It would he far
Liberal Republicans and Demo21
/
2 Castle.
A daughter, Marilyn Denise 322 Sanderson.
better to see the measure die iii cents lost a fine opportunity to
A daughter, Sonya Denise Mudthe House of Representatives demonstrate that true Christian
son, to Mr, and Mrs. Sylvester
where it will be returned for ac- democracy functions In America,
Hudson, 79 Wisconsin.
tion. or vs-toed by the President. that the Eastland, Russell brand
A son, Perry King Woods, to
The compromise on Section TV of Americanism is not typical.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl D. Woods, 148
which pros-ides that Negroes serve
However, minorities e a n be
Ingle.
on federal juries means little or proud of one
thing: For weeks the
A daughter, Sandra Yvonne
nothing. It is a known fact that eyes of the world were focused on
Hankins, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
in the hard core Deep South areas the sorry situation. It
gave the lie
Hankins, 1546 Warlord.
all kinds of pressures can be to the preachments
that all citi•
A son, Donald Ray King, to Mr.
TOUGALOO, Miss. — President' served as business manager of brought to bear on Negro jurors rens of the United States enjoy
and Mrs. Judge King, 60 W. Illi- Samuel C. Kincheloe recently an- the showboat.
who dare to buck the "advise,
" and are permitted the right to exnois.
nounced the new appointments
Miss Marilyn Alice Sisco has and known sentiment of local ercise the franchise.
A son, Sham n Miguel Wicks. to and replacements for the faculty been appainted an instructor in the whites.
Maybe next time the forces for
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie L. Wicks, and staff at Tougaloo Southcrn Department of Music. She recei‘ •
Further, the whites In the areas
equality of rights for all shall
1441 Rozelle.
Christian college for the 1957-58 ed the BA and BM degrees from will do their utmost to gel Ne- emerge victorious. The
struggle
A son, Andrea Wilks, to Mr. session.
Coe college and the MA degree groes on the panels who will "go must not cease. Where we can
and Mrs. Roscoe Wilke, 446 MosDr. Harvey Stork has been ap- in music from the State Univcr- along," who are tools for the re- strike a blow in
the coming elecby.
pointed John Hay Whitney Visit- sity of Iowa. Before coming to actionaries.
tions for that victory we must do
JULY 30, 1957
ing Professor of Biology. Hie sal- Tougaloo Southern Christian colPresident Eisenhower polled the SO.
A daughter, Wanda Young, to ary will in a large part be pro- lege, she directed the choir at rug from
under those who were WARNING TO
Mr. and Mrs. Lester S. Young, vided by the John Hay Whitney the First Christian Church, Iowa backing
the Administratian's forRumors are spreading, which we
3047 Green rd.
foundation as a part Of its pro- City.
mula when he repudiated the In- have
not been able to pin-point
A daughter, Wanda Kay W I 1 gram for helping small colleges
"
Heaver Brown, appointed as junctive powers
contemplated un- yet, that so-called white real es.
llama, to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest secure the service of distinguish- bookkeeper In the Business Office, der
Section III of the legislation. tate agents are going Into Negro
arWilms, 2553 Park.
ed professors. Dr. Stork holds the holds the BS degree frem TenThe President was persuaded to neighborhoods located
in the asW A daughter, Denise Oher, to AS degree from Indiana State Nor. nessee State AM university.
make this step after listening to sumed paths of the expressways
• Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Oher, 387 mat college, the AM degree from THREE MORE
Sen. Russell, of Georgia, Thus the trying to get Negro property ownJones.
Indiana university and the Ph.D.
Wendell Edwards, new addition towel was dropped In the ring long ers to sell or
sign contracts for
A daughter, Jessie Yvonne Nor. Irons Cornell university. He is in the Department of Physios and before
the showdown fight was sale. BEWARE OF SUCH PER,
fleet, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie L. also the author of numerous pub- Mathematics, received his AS de- joined.
SONS.
Call
the
Memphis HousNorfleet, 509 Laclede.
lications.
gree from Talladega college and
Thus began the compromise., ing Authority or a competent
, A daughter, Cheryl Elaine WalDr. Ernest N. Hall has e e n the MS degree in physics from all as a result of the President's
lawyer before you sign any propker, to Mr. and Mrs. James Wal- named head of the Department New York university.
initial perfunctory attitude
erty deal. Get the name and adker, 1000 Meager.
of History. He received the BS
Mrs. Lillian A. Ward of JackMr. Eisenhower did make a dress of such person for investiA daughter, Kathy Arneal John- degree from the University of Il- son. Miss., is the new Assistant quite strong
stand against t h e gation. Heed the advice given by
By MEL L. PAYNE
! nodding sleepily as t h • vote rights force. were losing strength.
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Drew John- linois and the Ph.D. from Brad- Librarian. With an AS from Jack- jury
amendment, but it was too reliable authority.
I neared, but looked up alertly to Senator Knowland gave his con'eon, 2578 Donald rd.
son college and the BS degree
ley Polytechnic Institute.
WASHINGTON — The hero of
I take his orders from Lyndon and sent to the vote on Thursday.
Williamson,
to Mr. SPEECH AND DRAMA
A son, Argle
in Library Science from Atlante
the Contederate victory on Capitol
vote aye at the right time. He
and Mrs. Louis Williamson, 327
Frank Donald Ilersich of Cleve- university, Mrs. Ward comes to
Too late was the Wednesday
Hill Thursday night or to be more
wants to remain chairman of the shoring up by President Eisenhow'Decatur.
land, Ohio has been appointed As- Tougaloo from Alcorn college
exact Friday morning was a lean
Foreign Relations Committee.
A daughter, Tanya Lachree sistant Professor of Speech and where she was librarian.
er calling for firm support against
Texan with a weather.beaten face,
Cooper, to Mr. and Mrs. John D. Drama. With a BS from Hiram
His colleague, John Pastore of further emasculation of his bill.
Dr. John J. R. Held, new head
who habitually wears out several
Cooper, 1888 Rile.
Italian
college and the MA from Western of the Department of Religion and
descent,
hart
Quipped a member of the Leadan
assurance
pairs of pants a year by keeping
A son James Lawrence Ream- Reeerve, Ilersich spent two sum- Philosophy, holds the AB degree
his hands rasnmed in the pockets. of some southern votes on relax- ership Conference on Civil Rights.
. .
ey, jr., to Mr. and Mrs. James mer stock seasons aboard t h e from Baker university, the BD deWhenever, he stands up to get ing the McCarren - Walter immi- "I think there ought to be a moshowboat 'Majestic" which plays gree from Drew university and the
'L. Reamey, 517 N. Fourth.
the floor or look around at the gration act to increase quotas. He tion to strike the enactinn clause
DOROTHY
BUTLER
Winner of the faculty's scholarfrom what's left of his gutted bill,
son, William Henry Ross, to on the Ohio River and many of Ph.D. degree from Boston univerChamber, Lyndon Johnson slams voted aye.
Miss Dorothy Butler, 20-year-old ship award in May, she was ac- his hands southward, assumes
and Mrs. Thomas H. Ross, its source rivers. Last year he sity.
Across the aisle, bumbling Horn- and substitutes instead, two versa
tive
in
campus affairs.
June graduate of Lincoln univerVance.
lone star stance, thrusts his chin er Capehart who has been called es: "I like Ike" and 'The Yellow
A son, Barry Johnson, to Mr.
sity (Missouri), has joined the ed- LOUISVILLE DEFENDER
a variety of names from the "mid- Rose of Texas."
upward and outward.
itorial staff of the Tri-State DeFor 16 months, Miss Butler If Richard Russell, was fight- get from Indiana" to the "barrel
and Mrs. Frank E. Johnson, 232
All that Lyndon Johnson has to
fender as reporter and staff writ- worked as society writer for the ing to preserve the traditional do- of rancid ignorance" by Wayne worry about now is a possible jok2.1ner.
Louisville (Ky.) Defender while mination of the United States Sen- Morse, voted aye. He wanted to er. An upset of traditional voting
-ilelsY 30, 1957
The announcement was made attending Ursuline college in Lou. ate by the South, then Lyndon stay with the Old Guard.
7-1 daughter, Helen Marie Boldblocs and labor and the Negro
isville.
this
801.
Howard
week
by L. Alex Wilson, edShe entered Lincoln uni- Johnson was playing a poker game
to Mr. and Mrs.
Blue eyed Margaret Chase vote that could put the Democratitor
versity
and
in
Ragan.
1955
general
den. 1739
as a junior.
manager.
for the highest stakes in his en- Smith, fell victim to the Lyndon ic Party out of business.
A cum laude graduate of the
• .A daughter, Beverlyn Lynn PetAlthough born inn Memphis, Miss tire political career.
charm and voted aye.
school
s
ty, to Mr. and Mrs. Price Petty,
DELOACH,
department
JR.
of journalism, Butler has made her home in Lou- His goal was to keep the DemoBy ALEX
, out there and root for the home
On Tuesday. if the vote h a s i Tallest lighthouse in the United
Miss Butler was formerly man- isville, Ky. since the age of four. cratic party from falling apart come, the
1123 Vollentine.
Hello, you sport fans Back learn.
amendment would have States is at Cape Hatteras, North
aging
editor
and
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. again with more news of the semicity
editor
She
is
of
The rookie of the week went
the daughter of Mrs A. C and to retain his own leadership. lost; but by Wednesday, the John- Carolina. It is
194 feet high and
Samuel Boddie, 4987 Tenth rd.
pro baseball league. The leave to Eddie Graves, pitcher of the the school's weekly paper, t b e Butler of 1632 Dumesnil, Louis- To do this, he had to conjure up son bulldozer was mowing down is located
in a state park on the
A daughter, Frankie Elaine Los- has just about two more weeks Orange Mound Tigers. He allow- Clarion.
ville.
Irons his magician's bag of tricks resistance like hay in a field.
famous Outer Banks, accessible
ton, to Mr. and Mrs. Miles Los. of playing time left. Last Satur- ed only one hit and struck out
Seeing that each hour the pro by land, sea and air
A member of the African Meth- some of the fastest sleight of hand
ton, 3008 Crystal.
day all games were postponed due five over the Greyhounds, 2-1. In
Klondyke, 3 p.m. Black Caps ye odist Episcopal church and Alpha on record and pressure from some
A son, David Edward Conklin, to wet grounds. I am sure the other games the South Memphis Trojans; Orange Mound, 3 p.m. Kappa Alpha sorority, the
Ken- strange places.
to Mr. and Mrs. David Conklin, teams that are holding down sec- Chicks edged the Memphis Dod- Hunter Fan vs. Old Timers; Lin- tuckian plans later to further
As late as Tuesday, he was still
her
726 Wells.
ond place had the power to dry gers, 2-1; the Hardwoods Stare de coln, 1:30 p.m., rate Red Sox vs. studies at Northwestern universi- trying to call time to get reinA son, Larry Rucker, to Mr. Up the grounds.
tested the Orange Mound Stars, Humko.
forcements. He got them Wednesty.
and Mrs. Robert A. Rucker, 482
I mentioned to you fans last 8-3 and the Memphis Rams beat SUNDAY, AUG. II
day when John 1. Lewis of the
Oaklawn.
week that the Nashville All-Stars the Klondyke Athletics 4-2. There
Klondyke 4:00 j.m. Blues vs.
Banks along the Suez canal are United Mine Workers sent a teleA daughter, Evelyn Louise Le will be here Sunday, Aug. 11 to were two forfeits — Cordova win- Dodgers; Lincoln, 1:30 p.m., Dou- chiefly of sand and gravel. In gram endorsing jury trial, and lobre, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Le- play our League All-stars at Mar- ning from Magnolia Eagles and glass Greys vs. Magnolia Eagles; some places, however,
concrete I byists for the powerful railroad
tin Stadium. So, how about get- the Beavers over \Vest End. Uptt, 553 Wicks.
Orange Mound 3:00 p.m. West has been used to check erosion brotherhoods, the Letter Carriers
A daughter, Margarette A n n ting your tickets early and get coming games of the week:
End Stars vs. Beavers.
Associations and the National Asand slide damage.
sociation of Manufacturers went to
work on the wavering fence strol•
dlers and bludgeoned them into
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• 1 Hannah, Who Kept Her Promise ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
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A man named Elkanah had two
wives, Pentnnah and Hannah. Perlinviah had children, but Hannah was
childless. Pinnah taunted Hannah,
which Made her so unhappy that she
wept and would not eat.

Hannah prayer earnestly for a son.
promising that she would dedicate
hirn to God's service. A son was born
to her and abs named him Sensual,
saying she had asked the Lord for
him.

True to her promise, when Samuel
was a small child, she took him to
Eli, the priest, saying that Cod had
granted her prayer and she had
brought her son to Nerve the Lord
all his life. ,

Each year Hannah went to atilt her
son, and she made him a tittle coat
year. which she brought to him
when she came to offer sacrifices to
the Lord.

each

MEMORY VERSX—Paalm 66.13. 14,..-
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The bull voice of John L. Lewis ,
was enough to send Sen. Chapman Revercomb of West, Va., I
over to the other side with the
capitulation.
Not that he has ans. love for
Lea-is. He w a s elected by
miner's votes.
Then ailing aged Sen. Matthew
Neeley of the same state who had
sent word that he would come
from his sickIld to vote against
the amendment, reversed himself
and decided to stay at home.
Shock-haired Jack Kennedy who
is glassy-eyed from star gazing at
1960 toppled over like a ten pin
in a howling alley after his pal,
Sen. George Smathers of Florida
worked on him and Lyndon Johnson put a fatherly arm around
him and recounted some political
facts of life to him
Octogenarian Sen. Theod us r e
Francis Green of Rhode Island sat

Logan Mitchell, shown extreme right, has been named manager
of theMid-South •chool of Dancing, located on corner of Madison
and Cleveland.
By clipping and presenting this od at the Mid-South
School of Dancing, 1337 Madison Ave., you will receive
a 4-lesson course FREE. The regular value is $9.50.
STUDIO OPEN 10 A.M. - 10 P.M.
I-OR APPOINTMENTS CALL

GLENDALE 8-0824

I

same time,
ried a dish and the fellowship Is much better. Though she is still I one. Until next week
AMIGOS.
was wonderful. This being t is e a bed patient after four years of same place. . .ADIOS
the opening of
first meeting that Mrs. Blake has it she is quite used to it, but
been in for several months due would like to see and make more
to a broken leg. The spirit was friends.
Sot., Aug. 10, 1957
high and a very enjoyable meetWith this we close for this
ing was held.
week, still saying — if you have
night.
Thursday
Wynn
Louis
Willie
to
Thanks
news you want others to know
The Stewardess Board Number SHE'S IMPROVING
and Mrs. Alice Hooker for carry
Miss Ruth Scates, a homebound about please call us. We will be
1004 S. PARKWAY, E.
in the home of the forint on for me last week while I two met
to glad to write it for you. Your
wishes
the
county
of
student
Blake.
PH. WH. 2-5419
Lena
Mrs.
president,
was away attending the State mer
who attended car- j say to her many friends that she news makes your paper a better
American Legion convention, in All members
Chattanooga, Tenn., the vacation
ment that he derives from it but
by HATTIE HOUSE
city of the South.
rather the fact that everyone else
Bibles - looks
The meetings were bcth politiis doing it.
Aug. 25. George Crawford is the cal and inspirational. The social
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"SERVICE IS OUR
MIDDLE NAME"
—every one of us invites you to
come in and let us gove it!

4 H'ers To Cite
College Prexies

LOANS

P.M.

Come on in and see what we mean by
"Royal Welcome Service." It's the kind of
service our customers appreciate. It's our
special way of making new friends, We
think you'll call it the best service in town.
Also, you are going to find Pure-SuperPremium and famous High HP Purelube
motor oil the best gas and oil combination
for Record Performance in your car. So

Each of the
above dealers
is displaying
a sign like this.
Drive in for his
Royal Welcome
Service.

stop in and give them a try.

ATLAS

BE SURE WITH PURE

•

V

• KEEN INTEREST WAS centered around the speakers' table. President S. B. Fuller (second from left seated) and Mrs. Fuller at his left
are shown with Dr. J. C. Austin, pastor of Pilgrim Baptist church of Chicago, and grand prize winners. They are Miss Nettie Mayfield, New
York City winner of the third prize, a 1957 Plymouth and (standing

from left) Edward Porter. Memphis, Tenn., second prize winner of a
1957 Ford; Richard McGuire. field representative and toast master and
Herbert Scott, top salesman of the year. Scott. from Philadelphia, won
the 1957 Cadillac. Twenty-four cash awards were given to salesmen by
President Fuller.

• FULLER PRODUCTS sales force from all over the country converged on Chicago recently for annual convention which again took over
the Palmer House in Chicago's loop. An estimated 1,000 members of the
"Fuller Family" attented the three-day sessions which were climaxed
at a lavish banquet in the Grand Ballroom of the famed Windy City
hotel. Defender Editor-Publisher John H. Sengstacke, president of the
Defender Publications one of the honored guests at the banquet, is shown
with Fuller Produces co.'s Southern supervisor Idonia K. Anderson and
Mrs. John H. Johnson, wife of the publisher Of the Johnson Publications.
• A HAPPY PRESIDENT
is joined by a trio of guests
and his daughter, Mrs. Ethel
Fuller Cameron (s scond
from right). They are Mrs.
Lewis A. H. Caldwell, Mrs.
Oliver M. Croswaithe, secretary-treasurer o f Jackson
Mutual Insurance co., and
Robert H. Miller, prominent
mortician and community
leader.

• THE PRESIDENT and
his "first lady" engage in a
bit of repartee during the
banquet. Fuller's banquet
add dress "Getting the
Facts" theme of the threeday convention. in Chicago
was a challenging and pertinent talk which ended the
sessions on an inspiring
note. Leading personalities
In sales, promotion and publicity and industry addressed the delegates who were
housed in the Palmer House
as Fuller's guests. Fuller
Products Company affiliates
are the Boyer International
Laboratories, Inc.: Jeanne
Nadal Distributors. I n c.;
Rose Meta Beauty Products
Company, Inc.; Chez Oteal,
Inc. and the J. E. McBrady
ind Company.

•
banquet and convention climax were this group which
includes Mrs. Richard McGuire, wife of the toastmanter; Mrs. J. C. Austin, whose husband delivered the inVocation; Kenneth Pennington, a member of the con-

• BEAUTY AND BRAINS
added to the convention for
these young ladies were active in the program and
promotion of Fuller Products. Foursome (from left)
are daughters of President
Fuller and all work in his
business. They are Mary Fuller Spraggins, Dorothy Fuller, Geraldine Fuller Miles
and Willa Watkins. Miss
Wvalkins ( right ) was in
charge of the menu and decorations for the elaborate
banquet. The "Fuller Family." and President Fuller's
guests dined sumptuously on
vention committee; Mrs. Rose Morgan Barrow, wife of filet mignon.
the former world champion Joe Louis, of House of
Beauty renown; Mrs. Pennington, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
McGrath and (extreme left) Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Lofton. Mrs. Lofton is a Fuller Products co. employee.
Others in picture were not identified.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am 28 your column for three
•
inan, 26, 5
years of age, 6 feet, 4 inches tall, am an Atlanta, Ga.,
brown
.11111
185 lbs., and I would like to meet feet, 7 inches tall, light
for
a young lady. I have never been skin and have been in prison
married. I am brown skin and three years. I will be free in Sepright and
in good health. I work and I own tember and want to live
a
please
a '57 Dodge and trying to buy a do right and serve God. So
home for the future. I will an- help me get some nice young
and
swer all mail and exchange pho• lady between the ages of 26
Walter Shields,
tos. George White, 4323 Pasadena 36 to write me.
1501 Madison Rd., Valdosta, Ga.
ltttlatifir
st , Detroit 38. Mick
•••
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Dear Mme. Chante: I must reDear Mine. Chaste: I am requesting that you please publish spectfully ask you to publish my
SAkt...su-r
..:*(....COULDIPT
-.1.4,1E14 ADD SOME RUM leo yr/
my name in the Chicago Defend. name and address in your pen pal
STFL%494.
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St(IZ WELL..
er as I am interested in having column. I am a man of 22. My
ME
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"(14•1
overseas pen frierds. I am dark hobbies are post cards, magazines
To SLEEP?
skin, 5 feet, 7 inches tall, weight books, stamps, view cards a n d
II
2, waist 24, hips, writing female and male pals. Pe/
122 lbs., bust 341
33 age 2ti. Elise Harrison 18 East ter Isaac Kow Arthue, cm Elder
Road Half Way Tree P. O. King- Dempster Agencies, Post Of tics
ston, Jamaica, BWI.
Box 210, Takoradi, Ghana.
•••
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• ••
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Neer
Dear Mme. Chante: I am lone.
Dear Mme. Chanter I would aply widow with one child eight yrs. preciate having my letter publish.
•11.
old. I am 5 feet, 4 inches tall, 135 ed in your paper. I am a Chris••••••:
lbs., black hair, brown eyes and tian young lady, a school teacher
25 years old. I like church work by profession, height 5 feet 9 inchand socializing. I would like a es tall, weight 136. I am interest_
mar. who is interested in marriage ed in meeting a nice man beEvanhome.
and sharing a lovely
,3 and 48, who
tween the ages of 3
el Moore, 5418 N. Berkley, Mil- is interested in having a good wife.
waukee, Wis.
He must aspire to the better
• ••
things in life and appreciate graDear Mme. Chante: I have read cious living. A man who desires to
have a home of his own and many
of the little luxuries that make
life comfortable and enjoyable. I
will answer all letters and give
additional information. Miss Louis Where He Leads
terence in your conditions at
B. Andre,' 334 W. 59th Place, ChiDoes your heart not thrill to home. Just be patient a little
cago 21, III.
longer.
the thoughts that a great Shep•••
•••
herd watches over you and leads
Dear Mme, Chante: It is my you through deep waters. In your
G. C. Is it too late to say I am
was telling friends that she was his partner recently came to a desire to become a member of darkest hours know that He is sorry?
fly ETHEL L. PAYNE
leaving the next week to go back parting of offices.
your club. My present occupation watching over you. When trouble
ANS. No, it isn't too late to
' EVENT OF THE WEEK: The
• ••
to Monrovia for a long visit.
is dressmaking and my recreation and grief beset you — difficulties admit you were wrong and that
Laierian Independence Day party.
Since the Capitol Press club is the movies, but the shows I engulf your heart and soul — He you are sorry. Don't ever heei•
Graves, just back from
Patsy
.This time it was so big that
two years in India was ecstatic dinner last May was a smashing like must be based upon literature tells you to FEAR NOT.
tate to do so when you feel that
Analassador and Mrs. George Pada lot
Be content even though life may you are wrong, for you will feel
over her stay there and is going success with Vice President Nixon, and history. I like reading
more broke down the guest list
back this fall for another two year Sherman Briscoe, the new presi- and I like books based on the be rough and the days hard and much better for having done so.
Min -three sections.
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rrom 5-7 p.m. the diplomatic
International Cooperation Admin- deal at the Willard hotel for next ucation:1 standarl is not high as a life of busy toil, where burdens
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May 24 and is negotiating with the I have only passed the second seem more and greater than you
istration.
and. drinks on the spacious lawns
I am of can bear. But He will make a
ICA'er, Griff Davis, White House to get President Ja, local examination.
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of .the Ambassador's Fulton at.
height 5 feet, 2 quiet place, if you will but folwho's also on leave, was showing Eisenhower as the principal speak- dark complexion.
residence.
inches tall with the following low and keep FAITH.
the new film which he produced on er.
•••
measurements, bust 35 inches,
Mrs. Padmore received with her
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changed at all in 20 Yancey. secretary of public in ing and decorating free. Some. nine-month-old Chicago boy was would like for her to be in her average man, weight 165 lbs. I woman or a school teacher; one
Theseare a variation of the who hasn't
killed and his father and nine-year- 30's; one child is okay. Please have black hair and brownish who is interested in marriage and
with me about their struction of Liberia who was here party eh?
chatted
years
But.
native dish known as "Palm
Well now that I've gorged you old sister were critically injured send photo in letter. Ralph John- eyes. I am seeking pen pal friends. a future. Mr. Don Craig, 944 T
now serv- to conduct a convocation of Lilleis
who
Dash,
daughter,
aVOCater," a gargantuan meal Of
to Dr. Rufus rian students from across the cam. on mountains of food, here are when their automobile and a truck son. General Delivery Post Office, Here's hoping your column can St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
does, Chicken, rice, peanuts, meat ing as secretary
•••
help bring my loneliness to an
some other choice items of gossip collided on Route M-60 near Niles. Chicago 15, Ill.
university, try,
Atlanta
at
Clements
was
which
grated
cocoanuts
said
-• ••
The baby was David Balaskas.
end. Leon Ellis, 3216 Indiana ave., Dear Mme, Chante: I would like
• ••
The general manager of the around the town.
served us in Liberia during our
His father, Archimedes, 36, and
you to publish my name in your
Dear Mme, Chanter I am inter- Chicago 16, Ill.
Among the Washington guests Firestone Rubber plantation, Don. Hotest talk is about that perVisit there last March.
•• 4
sister, Catherine, were in critical ested in corresponding with handipaper as I am very much interthe diplomatic were several members of Con- aid Larabee was there and John fectly developed full term bouncNoted among
Dear Mme. Chanter I am inter- ested in getting some pen pals.
Africa admirer, L. Cooper of the Liberian Corn- ing baby boy born to that promi- :ondition after the accident yester- capped or very lonely fellows berorps was General Carlos Romulo, press, staunch
sent Washington physician widow. day.
tween the ages of 35 and 50, who ested in meeting and exchanging I am twenty-two, five feet tall,
the Phillippioe Ambassador and Cong. Frances Bolton and Sen. merce Committee.
Balaskas' wife and a third child are interested in the better things letters with ladies in the city of dark eyes, light complexion. Joyce
the er and his school teacher bride
Isis wife whom you rarely see at and Mrs. John Sherman Cooper, Mrs. Jesse Locker, widow of
2 Anderson rd., Wood
/
less than four months. He and received lesser injuries.
in life. I am partially handicapped Chicago, I am single, and there Taylor. 281
parties, and the ambassador from he perrenial party goer; Sen. late U. S. ambassador to Liberia, of
by a slight visual defect. I am is a possibility that I will consid- Ford Park. Cross lids. P. 0.,
34, 3 feet, 6 inches tall, medium er marriage in the future. If there Jamaica, BWI.
catte 6.1.1oU41•0.••
• •
(S
. ue SAID WE Lt.160Vt
NGLETON
NEw Gan was
brown complexion. 140 lbs. I have is any further information y o u
e.
CUe
, •1"(OM Oit
S-15-00•.
may need, I shall be glad to let
Dear Mme. Chanter I am a
three
have
`401aCr
%.014116
I
and
married
been
(Xil •
*.114•1 AM I t.eavo.1
-coDAY
children. I do not drink or smoke you know upon hearing from you. steady working man in my early
So DIS6ust6n?
and.ehurch must definitely be in Lincoln A. Wilson, 411 E. 168th at., fifties seeking companionship of
some nice religious lady, I will
the program. Will answer all let- Bronx, N. Y.
•••
answer all letters Please send
ters and exchange photos. Vivian
IA*
Dear Mme. Chanter f am a Ja- photo if possible. Alton Los 3020
Hunt, 134 S. Welington, South
maiean woman who would like to Prairie ave. Chicago, Ill.
Bend 19, Ind.
••
•••
correspond with an American gentleman My age is 36, dark fine
Dear Mire. Chanter Please pubDear Mme. Chanter T am
lonely young lady of 29. I like complexion, 5 feet 4 incfies tall lish my letter. I believe you cast
•
church work, sports and socializ and weight 120 lbs. I am of the help me find happiness. I am
ing. I don't drink but I do smoke. Baptist faith: a quiet disposition widow with a smelt child. I would
I am interested in pen pals who and very loving and kind Inez like to find a man who would
are lonely and wish companion- Lawrence, 55 Brotherton ave., make a good father for him. I
-ship. For further details please Whitfield Town, P. 0. Kingston, am 32, 5 feet, 2 inches tall, weight
132 lbs with light brown complex.
write. Juanita Hatcher. 10.5 W. Jamaica, BWI.
OP"
•• •
Inn. Would like to hear from a
Walnut, Milwaukee, Wis.
• ••
Dear Mme. Chanter I am a sin. single man 40 years of age with
Dear lIme. Chant*. I am a gle man, I do not smoke or drink. no strings. J. Clemmone, Gneral
6
bachelor 31 years of age and free I am government employed. Would Delivery, Okmulgee, Okla,
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don't feel they should be expectGOOD MORNING, NURSE:
Friend, do you hold any forni ed to pay their way, when there's
of hospitalization insurance? It a chance to mooch. Gangs of folk
some member of your family feel the world owes them a living.
$10)
rate,
should suddenly require hospital Too many colored folk have been
$3 /10. itweer special Subscripikm
Subseripticia rafm: Chte veer. 56; r1all111011114
care, would you be in position to observed riding up to John Gas?Metes.
es
Menescripts
easigicitm
The Ttl-State DiMeader Dem Net Take RosponaldfIty I..
get it for him or her? If you have ton hospital in late model cars
a group plan of hospitalization for a couple of dollars worth of
where you work, what would hap- free treatment. Somebody's got the
PubNaked Every Thursday by Me Tri-State Defends, PMWhims Co. Ilafesed is knead
pen in connection with )our hos- idea that if Negroes can meet
Class Matter at she Memphis Past Office Marsh 20, 1952, Under Act .t Merck 1, 11121.
pital care, should you lose your those high car notes, they should
be able to pay comparatively low
Job there?
Such questions, and scores of hospitalization insurance rates.
others pop into mind with t h e
At first application, the plan is
mere suggestion of the plan now no doubt, going to seem a little
about to be put into effect at
hard for some folk. Many comJohn Gaston hospital. And it par- plain that they already have too
ticularly affects Negroes. That's
much insurance. Others argue that
so because, over the years, John
the average hospital plan of inGaston hospital has been in fact
surance won't pay off when the
what a lot of folk refer to as
emergency strikes. Others say too
"primarily a Negro hospital." Unmany companies discriminate
til the opening of E. H. Crump
Remain calm. The expression applies to year.
against Negroes and won't explain
hosother
few
were
there
hospital
Then, there is the court case involving
controlling one's feelings and actions in a
to them and sell them the better
pilal facilities for Negroes worthy
types of insurance protection.
trying situation. The suggestion is parti- the issue of bus segregation in Memphis, of
name. But within the past
the
cularly apropos in the area of race rela- which is expected to come up about the five or six years, the picture has A lot don't like the idea of maksame time.
tions.
taken a drastic change. There are ing the hospital the beneficiary of
These two situations alone, allied with now better hospital facilities for their sick and accident insurance.
For instance, attention should be called
to the necessity of remaining calm in the othtrs which may trend to generate feel- Memphis Negroes. Still they need But, it's an ill wind that blows
good, the poet has already
face of tentions which will probably be en- ings of tension, make it incumbent that John Gaston, one of the South's nobodyOut
of this hospitalization
hospitals, and the center of said.
gendered here in Memphis this fall when everyone remain calm in the interest of greatgreat
insurance
requirement, an importMedical Center which
the
the Memphis State University issue of ad- FAIR and INTELLIGENT handling of the Memphis is so determinedly hudd• ant segment of the Memphis Ne.
mitting students of our race will be revived matters, and for the peace, welfare, and Mg. And that is as it should he. gro population will be given a diwith the beginning of the regular school progress of the community.
This hospitalization plan an- rect lesson in grownup responsinounced at John Gaston, slated bilities. More of "your folks" will
to start this fall, is also as it learn how necessary it is to read
should be. It's a plan designed every word written on the poliMob violence continues unabated. It is and make an example of them, they would to insure that any person who can cies they receive. There'll be fewexpense er collections taken up in churchon the increase because the Police have soon bring to a dead stop this wave of vio- pay anything at all on the so.
Pro- es anxiotiF to help sonic unfortuof hospital care shall do
failed so far to use their power to maintain lence which is sweeping the city.
visions are planned to take care nate member. Fewer folk will inas the situation is now, it can of
order. Were the law rigidly enforced there
those who just can't pay any- dulge in the traditional practice
would be no monstrous flare-up to this dis- be handled conclusively through quick and thing. But all told, the plan makes of "dodging the insurance man".
is
mob
the
action.
allowed
Once
firm
police
city.
grace the name of our
it pretty sure that all those who Insurance will take on a clearer
Racial clashes of a serious nature have to get out of hand, the task of restraining possibly can will have to lay some- meaning to most folk. And finally,
there ought to be a increase in
been occurring in different parts of the city it becomes a troublesome operation. What thing on the line.
for the last two weeks. Ominous storm is easy at this juncture may be difficult Now, somebody's going to kick self-respect. . .in many quarters.
are gathering. Hearts are heavy; later. But there is no time to lose. The casu- as sure as you're born. Some folk Now whatchubet!
IYANS L. CLIMINT, Adv•rtlihm Intonstw

Our Opinions

We Suggest: REMAIN CALM

Police Can Stop Mob Action
Dangerous

clouds
passion is high. Yet no effective steps are
taken to circumvent mob action. Tension is
mounting by the hour. There is dark foreboding that a gruesome tragedy is impending. As the ancient seer would say, there
are blood spots on the moon.
The situation is far more dangerous
than the municipal authorities want to believe. They are sitting on their hands while
the flame of race prejudice is being fanned
by white hoodlums.
You don't break up mobs by tapping
them lightly on the sleeves. Timid action
reluctantly taken has never yet prevented
violence. The Police must move on the disorderly crowd in a manner so positive and
firm as to leave no doubt that they mean
business. If they would crack a few heads

alty list of a race riot in Chicago in this
year of our Lord, would read like that
which follows a major encounter on some
distant battlefield., The toll of dead and
wounded, to say nothing of property losses,
would be incredibly high on both sides of
the fence.
We hope that this dreadful tragedy may
be averted and that the incipient disturbances may be checked promptly enough to
smother the wild fire of race hate before it
sorest& beyond control. We repeat, the law
enforcing agencies must carry out the burden of their responsibility and meet those
trying situations squarely and unreservedly. Unless they do so now, not tomorrow,
there will be bloodshed on an unprecedented
scale.

Voice In Education
AWithPowerful
the official closing of the Pro- tion of the principals of guidance counsegressive Education magazine, a powerful
voice in modern education philosophy has
been silenced. The final issue came out last
month, closing an era in American education that dates back to 1924 when the magazine was launched. Until two years ago
it was sponsored by the Progressive Education Association. But on June 22, 1955,
the Association disbanded, because its
membership had dwindled to the point
where it was no longer possible to carry
on effective work.
a resurgence
Following world war
of the old conservative dogma began to
eclipse the theory and practice of Progressive Education as a definitive trend in our
educational system. Although the Association, at the peak of its flowering had only
10,000 active members, its influence on
American schools radiated far beyond the
numbers involved in the movement.
Both the Association and the magazine
were founded with a view of perpetuating
John Dewey's progressive education theory
which formed the central core of his pragmatic concept of learning. His writings and
teachings opened up a new vista in an area
which was badly in need of fresh ventilation. Out of Dewey's concept was developed
the "learning by doing" doctrine. Dewey
believed that children learned more if they
related their studies to their everyday life.
In 1988, the Carnegie Foundation and
the General Education Board made grants,
totalling $1,000,000, to the Progressive
Education Association, to make a schoolCollege study. That study, known as the
eight-year plan, experimented with a flexible high school curriculum. Thirty high
schools, public and private, cooperated in
the experiment. Three hundred colleges
agreed to admit graduates of the thirty
schools on the basin of the recommends-

lors.
The study found that students who
took a flexible high school program did as
well, and in many cases better, than the
student who was forced to take a traditional course of studies. In the mid-Forties a
swing toward conservative education began
and is continuing. The conservative approach puts more emphasis on the three
R's — reading, writing and arithmetic. It
also has resulted in many schools giving
up the 100 percent promotion plan, whereby children were moved from grade to
grade regardless of their ability.
Dr. H. Gordon Huffish, Professor of
Education at Ohio University, and the last
President of the Progressive Education
Association, listed a number of progressive
doctrines which have survived the onslaught of time. These doctrines which are
commonly found in the schools are:
Adoption of the project method in education. Under this method, subjects are
grouped together and taught as a single
unit.
Recognition of the function of interest
in relation to study. Education is made
"fun" rather than "boring."
Friendlier attitude in the classroom between teacher and pupils. More student
activities. Children are encouraged to take
part in classroom programs and other
school work.
Greater emphasis on self-discipline.
Teacher% try to get pupils to behave becense they want to, not because they are
ordered to.
Perhaps the whole theory of Progressive Education may some day receive new
impetus. Though John Dewey is dead, his
influence still lives and may serve to rekindle the concept of pragmatic education.
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For more than 90 years the Negro in America had to struggle
for survival. This kept him always on the defensive end of the
struggle while the white man was
fighting on the offensive end.
The shirt in world politics caused
by world evasion by communism
is grousing the darker races of
the world, who have been enslaved by the whites, to fight for their
freedoms. Those freedoms which
are respect, recognition and representation. This trend of events
have placed the American white
man in the middle of an embarrassing position.
lineal leadership of the world is
being threatened by Russia. On
On the one hand, America's pa.
the other hand, the white man's
cherished traditions and positions
at home are being threatened.
The white man's past is catching
up with him. These three things
have placed him on the defensive:
lie now is fighting a battle fcr
survival. The shoe is on the other
foot. This is what the Civil Rights
fight is all about. A battle to save
the white man's traditions and positions and at the same time save
the union. For him this it the
problem of the ages.
KEEP HIM ON DEFENSIVE
The Negro must keep the white
on the defensive until the American white man sees the error of
his ways, therefore the Negro must
have the following: (1) Conic-

crated, intelligent and purposeful
leadership. (2) Every Negro must
he willing to give wholehearted
support to such leadership, (3)
Good behavior must be the key
note of every Negro in his home,
on the job, in the community, in
the school, in the church and all
the way back to hit home,(4) Negroes must become intelligent on
all matters concerning themselves,
their communities, their state,
they must think of others in their
their nation, (5) Negroes must not
only think of themselves, b u t
they must think of others in their
planning, and (6) Negroes must respect God and their Country with
their plans and in their executions
of their plans.
With the above attributes, the
Negro's cause will remain on the
offensive and will finally bring
victory over those who oppose
him. Not only will the above keep
the Negro's enemies on the run,
but they will keep the Negro cool,
calm and collected in any and ell
situations.

Words of the Wise
/ believe, with all my heart,
that the Spirit of God is within every man, however mean,
ugly or diseased; and that
when we visit indignities upon
other men, we are affronting
our Creator, and we are also
harming ourselves.
—(Bartley C. Crum)

Yet he would not dare heap the
insults upon their leaders and
Dear Editor:
The boycott of the Commercial women that he does year after
Appeal is a matter that I think year upon us.
With this theme, I believe it
should be vigorously pursued by
us colored people, knowing that will Wag out our pride and make
It we only make this 50 per Cent the boycott more unanimous, and
effective we can bring this arro- therefore, more effective,
The Commercial Appeal gives
gant daily to its knees.
It has been done in Cincin- Us equality only in the amount
nati, Ohio, Chicago and Philadel- of subscriptions charged. We are
phia. Pa., all ef the cities being all charged five cents per week,
and no race considerations enter
larger than Memphis.
Knowing our people like I do. in* this.
William H. Johnson,
however, we must find a way to
750 Alma St.
appeal to their pride if this boycott is to be made to work.
The boyeott (so Citizens group
Leave Taney Rest
say) is because Editor Alghren
Dear Editor: The resurrection
refuses to respeet colored cltirens
citizens of other and reiteration of words from the
AA WM( good as
racial groups, as Indians Chinese, era and spirit of R. B. Taney, forJapanese (ill non-white) who num- mer Chief Justice of Supreme
ber less than prolsbly 1,000 sub- Court, in America today is as out
of date as the covered wagon.
Scribers in their lerrttory.

Yet the Ignorant are being bombarded with lies by privileged
characters hi our legislative, judicial, and executive branches of
government.
Privileged characters who by
usurpation stand In legislative hal!
and upon the very floor of Congress
In defiance of the Constitution and
foul the air with impudent remarks concerning the Bill of
Rights and the Reconstruction
Amendments.
My prayer Is that adult Negroes
in states such as Ohio and Illinois
cease perpetuating a 'slave heritage', and stand as men to be
counted among the electorate.—
Rev. W. E. Sanders, 2754 Hoff
ave., Cincinnatt, Ohio.
Fort Peck dam is believed to
be the largest earthfill dam in the
world.

Week By Week
Simple Wants To Be A
Turnkey At Tuskegee
"Now that integration in edu- reckon Booker T. Washington ever NAACP, but I would not expose
myself by using red ink. I would
cation is hall-way on its way in voted?"
half the schools in half the Smith," "I don't know," I said. "If I'm use blue or green on my black
said Simple, "I wonder if they not mistaken, he accented educa- ballot. And to keep them front
labeling me red or white, I would
are going to integrate dead Ne tion, not voting in his day."
groes as well as living?"
"I wish he had set up some not vote for neither Democrats-or:
"What can you mean by that?" voting booths at Tuskegee before Republicans.
I asked.
he died," said Simple, "so folks "I would set me up a black.
"I mean are they going to in. could vote right there at t Is e party to go with my black ballet
tegrate Booker T. Washingtun, school, and not haves to go into and I would vote all black right.
Douglas and Dunbar?" asked a white town to vote — where I straight down the line. A black
Simple. "The mens after which read sow they will not let a Ne- ballot, I know, would make them
white Dixieerats mad. But I would
half the colored schools are nam- gro evep register.
ed. I mean when integration
"How come, when Negroes was say, 'I have never known none
comes for real, and they start setting up all them colored schools of you - all to vote for me- or
naming new schools with mixed way back in yonder, they did not any other Negro. So I will net
colored and white students and also set up voting booths right vote for you. My black vote- int
teachers, will they still name in the seftools, so they could reg- my black man, else a black worn.
some schools after Booker T., ister and vote without having to an, right down the line, and I will
Douglas and Dunbar? Or will they be bothered with them Southern not split my ballot nowhere —eine
forget to name anything after col- white folks? Then N•groes less Mrs. Roosevelt is running.
ored any more?"
could also count the votes and "That would really make thee"
"The men you speak of are all they would not get miscounted or Dixiecrats blow their tops," cob.
tinued Simple. "Oh, if I lived at
great Americans, regardless, of throwed out.
color, so their names should still "Why did not Booker T. ars Tuskegee, I would elect me
be good names to name schools range for that whilst he was ar- black mayor of the town, an .lbafter, no matter how integrated ranging for education? If I ever black city council, and a black
we become."
built me a school down South like mortieianer to be the black coro"I never heard yet of no white Tuskegee, it would have a built- ner so if a white woman killed
school being named after Booker in voting booth in it, too. 01 her husband, he would fall into
T. Washington," said Simpl e. course, the Crackers would say, black hands, or vice versa.
"Also the police force would be
"Only colored schools are so nem. 'Negra, you cannot use white balall black, and the jail would have
ed. And I'll bet if ever an in- lots in no colored booth.'
tegrated school was named after "So I would say, '0. K., I Will black bars so white faces looking
Booker T., he would be so sur. get me some black ballots, and out would show up better.
prised he would flip — turn right I will use white ink on black bal- "In court the judge would be
over in his tomb. Fred Douglass lots.'"
black, and when he gave out a
would rise up and make a brand
"But what would you do," I sentence to a white prisoner, he
new speech, and Dunbar would asked, "if they said you could not would say, 'I now integrate you
write a poem in the spirit world. use white ink either?"
to six months in a black jail.'
Me, I will know integration has "I could always use green Ink, Then the judge would bang his
come for true when they name then," said Simple. "Or red." gavel and declare, 'Case dismiss.
one school that is not colored aft- "Red? And be declared subver- ed!'"
er Booker T. Washington."
"Out of your fantasy I gather
sive 7'
"I expect to live to see that
"That's right," said Simple. you really want to turn the tables
day," I said.
"They might claim I belonged to in the South," I said.
"Then you have great expecta- the NAACP and investigate me. "I'd rather turn the jailhouse
tions," declared Simple. "Do you Of course, I would belong to the key," said Simple.

LOUIS MARTIN
SO WHAT?

The People Speak
BACKS CRUSADE

LANGSTON HUGHES
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Dope And Data
In the big cities when one speaks
of the "the great American
Press," that oft repeated phrase,
usually only one picture comes to
mind, the big metropolitan dailies.
When some pstriot rouses a Chicago mob with Etch a phrase, few
in his audience realize that the
press in the Windy City includes
over 20 daily newspapers and well
over a hundred old, long established weeklier
Similarly, in Detroit, New York,
ad other trejur cities, there are
s -ores of darks and weeklies that
the general reader has perhaps
never seen.
For conviemee the press is usually divide.) into two groups, the
general intorsst newspapers and
the specie, lotereit newspapers.
7he big metsvelitse dailies are
in the gede: II interest category
and the racial, religious, commuLity and s, eig.n language papers
ere, of course, in the special intoest class.
In Chic toe for instance, there
ere twelve foreign language
dsilies, including the San Min
looming which advertises itself as
the "Only Chinese Daily Paper
In the Midd•e-West." The newest
()idly in tovn is the Daily Defendsr which is a Cross between the
general inteseet daily and the tra •
o'honal Nsges newspaper.
The comhtoed circulation of the
reels] interest dillies and weekIts in Chicago probably exceed
the circulat;on of any one of the

big four metrop.htan daily papers.
The speclel interest dailies and
Weeklies have an enormous influence upon the citizenry because
they are keyed to specific audiences and their readership is high
and thorough. You Will never see
any of them thrown away littering
park benches and the common carriers.
Most of these special interest
newspapers are written and edited
by professionals in journalism who
are qualified to work anywhere
and many of whom have worked
at one time or another on the
metropolitan sheets.
As a matter of fact, the work
on some of the special interest
papers is more demanding than
that of the general press and often calls for more writing skill.
There is a popular belief also
that the big dailies are, because
of their general appeal, more objective than the special interest
press.
Historically, of course, our big
dailies usually developed from
partisan papers and only gradually assumed the mantle of objectivity.
When Horace Greeley, for instance, started the New York Tri
hune he got the money from the
Whigs. His biographer, William
Harlan Hale, wrote that in establishing the Tribune, Greeley had
one very specific objective which
was "that the Whig party, although victorious in state and ma-

lion, was still without a mass sp.
peal newspaper of its own in the
city of New York."
We remember in the last catpaign how bitterly Mr. Truman
and Adlai Stevenson charged that
the country was run by a "oak.
Party press."
The editor of the New York Pott„,
Jp mes A. Wechsler, had this to say
last November "the U. S. mei,
is overwhelmingly owned a n
operated by Republicans who ffk"
the rules of U. S. political debate."
He added: "It is a press that
sanctimoniously boasts of its Its.
dependence, and means by that
that its right to do what its Republican owners dam please.".'
Continuing, he declared, "It le
a press that has grown comfortable, fat and self-righteous; sad
which with some noteworthy exceptions, Voices the prejudice and
of entrenched
preconceptions
wealth rather than that critical
inquiry rebellious spirit we associate with our noblest journaliatio
traditions."
However right or wrong Me.
Weschsler may seem, the line between the so-called general interest
press and the special interest press
is not as big and broad as some
wonkt have you believe.
We can, however, be grateful
that we live in a country that
permits any one to start a news.
paper. The people do the re/edit.
as Lincoln once admonished,, pie
can't fool the people /stover.

a e'Artists In Crusade For Cole

DEFENDER
Set., Ave. 10, 1937

r

I ORCIIESTRA CONDUCTOR
l Malaga Riddle, left ,goes over
Alpe eft Nat King Cole in pre-

so they sa

•
"High Society" for which Bing
BING CROSBY,left and Frank
pare old athletes with the current Sinatra known to mingle with
and Sinatra received many,
crop BUT 'TIZ THIS corner's betimes more than they'll get
Rayalty and in "royal dough"
THE NAT KING COLE program lief that Ora Washington, a near
from the Cole video show. But
have agreed to appear on
(NBC-TV) Tuesday 7:00 p.m. for six-footer who won every tournawho cares? The very, very rich
Cole's show attesting their
August 20 will have Johnny Des- ment Jim Crow didn't block her
Crosby and the "well healed"
friendship and admiration for
Althea
taken
HAVE
Sinatra are thinking only of
mond and the singing King Sis- from WOULD
Cole. Scene above that shows
Gibson with plenty of sets left.
shown relaxing in his West
OF COURSE NAT, telesislon
helping a pal maintain high
Her Highness Kelly, now Printers as guest stars.—'TWILL BE
THE GAL, like Big Bill 'Tilden,
Coast mansion with wifey, Masponsor or not, appears happy
rating on television.
cess Rainer, from the film
A night of singing with Nat join- was an unorthordox giant of the
willing to
ria who is quite
with his most successful proing his guests in rendering sever- tennis courts.—IN ORA'S time Neshare her apple with Nat.
gram, rating wise. Here he is
al numbers.—THE NEW HOUR groes were not permitted to play
radio program starring Sammy in the major tournaments.—OUR
Davi; Jr., is riot of national scope ROB ROY says the coming film
but it-does take in several eastern production of "St. Louis Blues"
cities as far away as Pittsburgh. starring Nat King Cole will it,—SAMMY ACCEPTED the pro- elude Pearl Bailey, Earths Kitt,
gram after being assured he will AND ELLA FITZGERALD. Wow'
be allowed full freedom of every- What a cast!—WHEN ERROLL
PERRY COMO has his own
helping out a friend and being
thing connected including select- GARNER appears with the Cleveon one of the top programs
show on NBS-TV for which he
ing guest stars and show's for- land Symphony Orchestra Thurs.
that nation's manufacturers
receives six glorious figures
tr
mat. — THE APPEARANCE OF August 15 it will mark his first
are neglecting, sponsor wise,
annually. He'll appear with
Sammy Davis and Harry Bela- appearance with a large band.—
01,E NOSEY has always struck] the street. — OF THE 106
their
on
spent
millions
despite
much,
for
star
guest
as
Cole
fonte on successive Tuesday sent MITCH MILLER will conduct Garera In the jukebox arts, will get
at drivers who forget to pass up disobeyed the sign "don't Wa
By BOB ROY
product by Sepians.
much less. Again it is case of
Nat Cole's television rating sky ner's part of the program.
wonderfully encouraging assistdriving while drinking and drink- two were kids traveling w
•••
high FAR ABOVE CBS' rival pro•
HOLLYWOOD — That the Nat ance from some of the biggest
ing while driving. — One of the a lady. — MORE DISTURB
gram 164,000 Question."
NAT KING COLE ends a four King Cole show is one of the best names in TV who want him to
Southside's most dangerous rug- INDEED was seeing the t w
•••
week stay at Cocoanut Grove in on television is known to every- make a lasting success of his Tues.
toms. — HOWEVER WE, Nosey, youngsters engage in a "wresti.
ma,x
WKEN "BAND OF ANGELS" Los Angeles next Wednesday that one, save viewers in Alaba
day night NBC-TV variety show.
also feels that A WORD OF match" in -the middle of the str
opened at loop's largest movie has BEEN ONE OF the most Mississippi and parts of Louisiana
WARNING to "jay walkers' is where sign said "no walking."
"Stars who can get 00,000 and
the
from
house, the Chicago Theatre Friday socksational in spots history. where it is banned
up for in-person shows of their
quite necessary. — THURSDAY THE MOTHER, or nurse, w i t
screens.
k marked first time an interracial DUKE ELLINGTON will share
own will join Nat's cast and work
AFTERNOON Nosey parked at them did absolutely nothing abo
important
as
just
is
it
However
theatre.
spotlight with film star Rhonda
pia has been run in that
for nation scale just to help Nat
Drexel and Cottage where "don't rushing 'em out of path of a
—HOUSE, OWNED by Balaban Fleming on annual Governor's and well known that the show ar- prove a point—that a Negro can
walk", "do walk" signs are in proaching cars. — THUS NOSE
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — (ANP) 10 percent instead of the present plain view of all to see just ho': says park board that sent men
and Katz has always assigned such Day program at Illinois State Fair rives week after week on NBC-TV sustain his own TV show.
films to one of their smaller loop in Springfield. August 17.—STUDS without commercial sponsorship. "Among the cast ready to perform —The march is on by the Ameri- 20 percent tax. Some members those signs are obeyed — by the put Up signs should send oth
theatres. WHEN WEST COAST TERKEL, Chicago disc jockey has This may be passed up jokingly are Bing Crosby (who can just can Federation of Musicians and predicted that it would clear the jaywalkers. — NOSEY COUNTED (the police) to see that they .
disc jockey Joe Adams pauses in written a book on Jan that fea- by some who will say: "Goody, about name his salary if he'll only bistro owner here and over the full committee and probably pass 106 pedestrians who crossed t h e obeyed. — SPEAKING OF SIG
ie Chicago August 14 enronte to tures all the greats of popular mu- goody, we can look without being appear "live" on a series of his country to have congress repeal the House this year, others welt street during his stay on t h e there is one that SUGGESTS
commercials.
New York where he's to begin re- sic from Joe 011iver to the cm.- "burdened" with
scene. — OF THE TOTAL ONLY CERTAIN estranged husband
own); Harry Belafonte. who has the 20-percent Federal Carbaret not too sure.
hearsals for the Lena Herne pro- rent crop that is recommended However, there is another, and turned down 150,000 for TV one- tax. Many Musicians have been
In the event, that this measure three obeyed the sign. —THOSE soon hie away fcr, first a SI
duction, "Jamaica" Windy City reading.—BOOK BRINGS out fact much more important angle to shots; Frank Sinatra, who owns put out of work due to this tax is made law it will be "happy THREE only because a huge trues ican divorce and later marry
friends will stage a party in his that Joe 011iver Was as great a this sponsorship thing. Without his. own ABC-TV show but will I also many clubs over the nation days' again for the entertainers, that was forced to halt stood in secretary. — WHEN YOU R
honer. .— YOU'LL REMEMBER pool player as he was a musician, money from sponsors, program sing for scale before his own new are closing their doors unable to musicians, etc over the country the path they would have other- IT some three months from
Adams as the prize fight davi- a fact little known to present day department is compelled to em- show gets on the air for his friend pay their employees.
remember Nosey told it firs
and here. Secretary Lloyd E. Wil- wise taken to the other side of •
••
t:don In the picture, "Carmen lovers of jazz music.—THE LAT- ploy talent that can be had below Nat.
Recently a House Ways and son of the Interracial Indianapolis
fans
cases
DANIELS
most
average
cost. In
Jones."—BILLY
EST Clyde McPhatter discs (At- the
Means subcommittee aproved a Musicians' Local N. 3.(AFM I and WONDER IF THAT little girl who visits and CAME NEAR catc
are taking "little stock" in chore- lantic) "Long Lonely Nights" and the minimum which is very low, '"Betty Hutton also has volunteer- measure to cut this bill in half his staff are making an all-out
her on scene last Thursday?
insists on visiting APARTMENT '
, es that expose Magazine article on "Heartaches" loom certain hit pa- is spent on artists. In many in- ed for induction in this show busi- making
ADDITION the girl may vets
the nite-spot-managers pay fight for its repeal.
OF a certaIn bus nes, man o S• know her own parents are
their favorite has shelved hint rade listening. JACK BENNY and stances the guest stars are paid ness good-neighbor policy; and last
the
along popularity row and has re- Rochester appearing at different, as much as $15,000 or more. $5,000 week Sammy Davis, jr., and
Michigan, south of 45th it. and F to fact that she has been
moved him from the theatrical hotels in Las Vegas recently hadl for guest appearances is very HI-Lo's, just about the best modnorth of 47th, during days HIS, from her job at that P-Clean
spotlight. — THEY REMEMBER a corner on the town's business. common. And yet when shows ern music chorale anywhere did
WIFE IS at work knows the ladyplace and is not at work as
bit.
their
Sammy Davis, Jr., was a Con- —ROCHESTER WAS starred in are financed by the studio themof the house has been told of her thinks, they think she is!
Is
Nat
"Meanwhile,
making
not
fidential "victim" but remains the Larry Steele show at Dunes selves, as in the case of Cole's
•••
very much in the spotlight.
hotel while Benny was heading show there is no chance for such any fortune out of his friends'
SEY YOU should have heard
"DEAR NOSEY", says m a I
—
collect
philanthropy
can
Cole
PERHAPS 'TISN'T fair to corn- his own show at a nearby hotel. "gold" to be spent on guest stars.
still! language used by the disc jock
lalewild
in
are
Erroll
"Folk
bag:
MilMitch
with
—
a
together
theaOhio.
$20,000
clubs,
trations,
night
In
CLEVELAND,
week
That Cole has managed to mainin hebohne aordd oan
EN
ismWsHbe
icR
erTitE
one of your disc —
bo
tam; high rating (Trendix) in tres and one-righter every week, Garner has been engaged to ap- ler, who will guest-conduct Gar- talking aut
the
the
(57,500
TV
on
sees
program.
guest
with
the
of
high
soloist
par:
rates
guest
as
pear
ner's
to
clue
spite of this handicap is commedjockeys (S-outh East is
p fell
head and actions &epoor
The works to be played by Gar- his initials) who CARRIED ON attempted to ease the situation/
able and attests to the class and on the Perry Como show, for in- Cleveland Symphony Orchestra on
the
marking
15,
to
stance)
August
attempting
in
but
esThursday,
popularity of the great Nat.
ner, with orchestra, were writ- REDICULOUSLY while in the re- so some say, paying his way
There is little Cole or NBC-TV tablish a nationwide basis that debut of the world-renowned pi- ‘ten by the pianist for his forth- sort town recently. WHAT HE DID with a $10 bill to church's coil
enterno
is
there
the
color
in
a
line
with
anist
orchestra.
major
Howsituation.
the
about
do
can
was go into church sem ices and tion plate." — ANN HENRY
Garner will perform a grcup of coming Columbia album, titled ball-out
ever the nation's top names Like tainment world, is working for
the minister for 1 o u d , "New Faces" fame is back in
his own compositions and arches- OTHER VOICES.
Crosby, Como, Sammy Davis, jr., NBC-TV for $2,500 a week."
singing and music when he (the; city after stay on West Coast
Harry Belafonte, Frank Sinatra
D. J.) wanted to rest. —AND NO- not for long.
and many others can and are.
•••
For example we quote from an
SOME FOLK can really be fool- UNLESS hubby should read
article penned by Jack O'Brian,
ed. — NOSEY IS THINKING and discover the trickery w
television editor of International
about the little wife who lives in used on him. — GOODY, GOO
having a big TV year. She's sign- News Service. The article follows:
By JACK O'BRIAN
hotel on Southside beirg in New those non-Sepian males w
NEW YORK — (INS> — One ed for three of the Frank Sinatra "NEW YORK — (INS) — Nat
York this week with stubs to show elected to move into an apart
of the biggest TV shows on the shows including his first "live" King Cole, one of the most pointshe attended the fight AND A boilding south of 39th at and n
lar as well as most talented singnew season—and when I tell you one out of Hollywood.
TICKET in her purse (gift of-hub- of 31 (a so desirable one) le
What do jazz fanciers worry at least, the "feud" situation , combo or group representative of by) to prove she was to have ed this week that THEY M
that Peggy Lee, Ethel Merman
about?
has been solved. Dizzy personally modern American jazz and what gone to Memphis to visit he: moth- SHOW more respect for their
and Louis Armstrong are already
Mutual's BANDSTAND, U. S.),. was heard on the MRS show Satur- is happening to the big band Cr. OF COURSE. once she's hock home, es,,e,an,(ho
signed—is impresario Paul Gregtellii•
feature,
Saturday
which has in- days, telling one and all his dif- sound?"
ory's DO minute color spectacular
ticket ants. — IF NOT, NOSEY IS aiis
in
, home she can cash
an
itiated
"ask-the-jazz-stars"
Armstrong
are "of
ferences with
"Crescendo." Beamed out of New
Another question uppermost in hubby gave her and use money ' sured, they'll have to move batik
question session for each of its opinion only." He added: "We're music fanciers' minds seems to be, for other purposes. — THAT IS to Northside.
York on September 29. this super
broadcasts, finds that lovers of the best of friends and I admire too, "How did modern jazz envolve
musical will be a salute to Ameri•• *
the fast-tempo music ponder over him sincerely."
can composers and singers teamfrom the original Dixieland muIT'S A FACT that certain pretty ears do come high n
leaders' "feuds" and the big banding up in the songs they have
The big and-sniall combo situa- sic of the 20s?" In addition to ex- "lady" tolerates the fat short a days. PAPA'S A FOOL but th
made immortal The Gregory show
The trio headlined a trout* Enid' combo situation.
ti may seem like ages to theii
tion prompted Duke Ellington's perts' verbal answers, the pro- balding (but monied) DR. AND the years she has been able to
is said to be one of the most cost- : swelling ranks of fans since the which toured the midwest recentAs far as Dizzy Gillespie and appearance on Saturday's show,
gram will present musical replies WHISPERS sweet nothings in the convince him that she's going Is
ly programs on the CBS sched- Will Bastin Trio with Sammy ly in
series of one-nighters.
Louis Armstrong are concerned, answering the query: "Is the small
young night-life "jodies" ear at STOP PLAYING and go straight
when it airs such big-hand favorule.
Delos, Jr., last visaed our town.
- time. SHE'S ONE OF again. OR IS IT TRUE what they
Speaking of Peggy, she's really Actually, they were here as reites as Johnny RicOards, May THE traders "ladles" where any- say about Papa. He likes them
I
cently as March.
nard Ferguson and Dizzy Gillespie
lig goes if you can pay the young and pink-toed. THESE Chi,
The clamor they generated then
price. MINKS, ALCOHOL a n d cagoans!
in the next several weeks.
at the Chez Paree indicated a re
The NBC Opera Company will turn engagement at the earliest
present five opera productions in date possible, which turned out
the 1957-58 season. Francis Pou- to be lest Wednesday. Sammy will
lenc's touching and dramatic "The remain at the Chez through AuDialogues of the Carmelites." gust 19. Davis is the trio's focal
with Lebntyne Price and Elaine point, a man of seemingly inexMalbin; Glen Carlo Menotti's be- haustible talent apd energy. He
loved "Amahl and the Night Visi- sings, clowns, dances, mimics—
tors." Verli's perennial favorite, and even draws a cowboy-type
LENOX, Mass. — When Duke Duke oece more ventured into new "Man with Four Sides."
"Rigoletto." and Wagner's com- six gun with dazzling artistry.
Ellington appeared here last paths. This time it was Jump tor
Among a constant stream
uncorks
edy masterpiece, "Die Meister- Some of these talents he
Thursday critics centered their in- Joy, a revue which rat) twelve popular hits, Duge also found ti
singers," which will be presented : with his uncle (Will Masten) and
terest around learning, from the weeks in Hollywood. Out of it to write a series of longer nor
in two parts.
. father, and others, solo,
Duke, what his "branching wit" came such hits as "I Got it Bad" among them, "Liberian Suite" a
and "That Ain't Good." During ,"Harlem." The latter was co
plans were for the future.
The critics were recalling how the same period he •introduced missioned by the NBC Sympho
Duke has annually come up with 'Flamingo" "Perdido," a n d then under Or baton of Art
something different. Something "Take the 'A' Train."
Toscantni, and performed by i
The Duke Was the first to invade a memorable radio concert c
other than composition of the tunes
that have made him a number une Carnegie Hall and since the sig- ducted by Doke. in lass. E
nifeant appearance in 1943, Ian ton conducted the Symphony
"Mr. Originality."
After winning a scholarship to has been welcomed in longhair the air and his own orchestra
Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, Ed- surroundings from Newport to the, gether in a performance of
TALLAIlf SSSEE—Famed trumA trumpet trio of Artist Jacob!",
ward Kennedy Ellington planned Hollywood Bowl. in 194. Ellingcompositions.
Christopher
presented
and
was
Craig,
Jacoby
Walter
pekes Don
an art career. But he had already ton unveiled Black, Brown, and
with
listeners
with
soloist
the
delighted
guest
as
Styles
recital
in
begun playing piano and compos• Beige. Since then be has returnOte slimmer conceit band of Flor- Mr. Jacoby's arrangement of
ing and soon deserted art for mu- ed to Carnegie Halt and premiered
Declare 35 Per Cent Divi
"Carnivel Variations."
ida A and M university.
sic. In 1972, he left Washington, a major work each year. In 1955. i
One of the highlights of the 55
it
for
fiveC.
a
D
Creature.
with
Night
York
was
New
' Directors of Standard Oil The concert Was presented by
MARTHA
including countries behind the
FLOWERS, left
Rosie Gaston. Hickory; Irving
minute program of marches. sym- the Artists and Lyceum commitpiece band Success and recognlin 1947, Duke wrote and scored (Indiana) have declared a re
"Iron Curtain." makes a high
(enter, who Waved the lead
Barnes, baritone, who handled tion was almost immediate and the musk for "Beggars Holiday "
phonies, ja7z and clasaics was
quarterly dividend of thirty f
tee of Florida A and 54 Univerrole In "Porgy and Bess"
note for interviewing students
the role of "Porgy" and Mrs.
in 1977 he made his first tour of for which John Latouehe wrote the
"Ode for Trumpet" which was
at A k T College. Looking on
Aline Noel, Albermarle.
Europe
written eapecialit 10r the artist sity with Phillip Cooper conducting' which last year toured Europe,
lyrics. Some veers later. he wrote cents per share on capital a
from left to right are: Mies
the Florida A and M hand.
tor Alfred Reed,
i After the second European tour, the book, music. and lyriCs for payable Sipt. 9.
* AL MONROE
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Hurricane
Leaves The
Hospital

Harry (Suitcase Simpson, w h o
never quite made the grade with
the Cleveland Indians, is another
good example of what happens
when a player puts on a New
York Yankee uniform.
"We'd be in pretty bad shape,"
explained Manaeer Casey Stengel
of the Yanks, "if we didn't have
him with us. lie's won three
Raines outright and has been a
sparkplug in nearly every other
game."

By RUSS I. COWANS

NEW YORK — Floyd Patterson,
flushed with the success of the
first defense of his heavyweight
boxing crown, moved back into
his training camp at Greenwood
Lake,
to begin training for
a boxing date in Seattle, Wash,,
on Aug. 22.
Patterson, the youngest fighter
ever to win the world heavyweight
crown, is scheduled to meet Pete
who has never boxed professionally.
A couple of days before his departure for Greenwood Lake
(Tuesday night, te be exact) Patterson presented conclusive proof
that he's entitled to wear t h e
ftv HOWARD SIGM ;ND
crown he won in Chicago lest Nov.
(INS)
— Sugar Ray Robinson is eattack
30. This proof came in his 10th
rel
olinkh.se.IISKei8niPnesosantib•
Cwi
'
sd°r"
tlns::tsa.
lsam
e
THAT HURT — Somewhere
almost as good a publicity man ed 21 homers and drove in le
round technical knockout of TomJacksei's protesting gloves to
Grounds. last Monday night.
in that tangle of gloves in
as
he
is
a
fighter.
my "Hurricane" Jackson at the
land flush on the challengPatterson won on a The in
e
Floyd Patterson's righ I.
The world middleweight cliam pi. r'
Polo Grounds. The bout was scheer's jaw in the fifth romul of
•uianiisOthrieurt haSlilmplaWyner a/0 hits I'
the Inth round ot a scheduled
which
through
weaved
011 has the ability to get the most with a second division club 1'
Tommy
duled
Polo
bout
New
their
in
for
York's
15 rounds.
15-rounder
CLOSE PLAY at first base.
at first is James Banks,
promotion
out
of
his
ring
activiBefore
Referee Ruby Goldstein
could nit make the grade with
Abdul Johnson, first baseman
Memphis Red Sox team who
ties and he's using this ability to pennant contender."
stepped between the two fighters
for the Detroit Stars (right),
played with the West, eolithstir up things for his title bout BORN IN ATLANTA
and awarded the hoot to Patteris thrown out on a close play
bitting a homer and a single.
September 23rd against Carmen
son, the champion had floored
Simpson, 31. of Atlanta, got"!
at first base during the East(Defender Photo by Rhoden)
Jackson three times, and through
start with Cleveland seven toter
West game. Making the play
Banii
Just
:
°. the other day. Robinson
every round except the fifth had
ago but was shifted back and fert,
kept B3S1110, the world welter.
given Jackson a terrific beating.
lvr
eelacnd to the minors/
weight
champion, waiting nearly fore the Indians
Patterson a much improved
finally get r*
two
hours
when he was late tor of him,
fighter to what he was when he
the
signing
of
the
official contracts froSmtenCg
stopped Archie Moore to lay a
Stengel
ailed a receng gat—
for the fight.
solid claim to the crown, p u t
in Yankee stadium against Kan.
Abe Woodson, speedy University ber of the Windy City social set, Press club's "Miss Front Page"
This
angered
Basilic,
who
charg- City and said:
Jackson, who weighed 192's of Illinois halfback,
let trio athletic was runner up in the Windy City I contest.
ed it was another example of the
pounds, dcwn in the first round friends and sports followers
"This roe mug Terry had us
in on
selfish way Robinson operates and
with a hard right that landed flush
0 et the bottom of the sink' •
a closely guarded secret last week.
Carmen sowed he will knock Robon the challenger's jaw.
The nationally famous grid star
inson out when they meet in a What's more, he hadn't giV44:".
The champion had Jackson down announced that
re
B
But
d
d isome
he will marry Oalo kedeme stormclot
like
scheduled 15-round bout at Yankee
In the second, and again in the
gaahthile
ra Comeaux, comely Chicago modStadium.
ninth round.
el, Saturday, Aug. 10, the day aftBasilio's charge of greenness would rain
Tommy "Hurricane'' Jackson is terrific beating around the k i dWhile Patterson was establish. er the College
"I called Simpson tip to hit:.
All-Stars-1N e w
dates bank to Robinson's insistence
an emotional and stubborn young neys.
ing his right to hold the heavs - York
Giants football game at Solthat he get 45 percent of every- er we got two runners on gar;
man, so you can be certain that
But here again Jackson's stub- weight crown, his opponent was
diers Field here, Abe is a memthing to defend his title against canoe thrcrogh with a tremende
he will not heed the warnings of hornness prevailed. Doctors tried establishing himself as one of the
ber of the All-Stars team.
the slugging welterweight king. double off the fence to wit •
his friends and advisors to put to prevail on him to remain in most durable fighters ever to enAbe posted the notice of his im
Basilio, who originally had aereed
his boxing gloves on the shelf and the hospital for several more days, ter the ring. He took everything
garn
•:.ne.Kansas City we were segi
pending marriage on the bulletin
Ann Gregory, former U. G. club has at•ranged hotel space to to 25 percent, was
forced by the
end his association. with t h e but Tommy left in a wheelchiir Patterson could throw at him, and
board at the Stars training camp A. women's national champion a large number a entries.
International Boxing Club to take 2 ro 1, and this same guyit.
fight game.
Wednesday.
was asking for more when Gold. on the Northwestern
ry.
haa lot us pretty good, Sy':
university from Gary, Ind.,(-metaled for the
The Louisville Coif club will a cut to 20 percent.
If the New York Boxing ComWhat are you going to da with stein stopped the bout.
campus in Evanston, 111., where All-American tourney at T a Si stage their fifth annual tournaIBC officials said the 37-year. happened? Simpscn hit it out
mission will grant him a license, a guy who will not follow instrucJackson's nose started bleeding he is conditioning for
the
park with two men on u.
the game O'Shantere with a smart 82. .but ment (36 holes of medal play) at old Robinson Was "more exasperJackson will be back throwing tions?
in the first round, and the blood along
we won. 4 to 2."
with other collegiate greats. soared to 89 on tile first day of Shawnee Park in Louisville. Sat- ating than ever" as he went
hot leather in a few weeks. Tom•
over
Let's turn our attention to Pat- continued to flow throughout the
Miss Comeaux, a popular mein play
just as many of the other urday and Sunday, Aug. 31 and the 00-day return bout clause in
My, the eccentric from Far Rock- terson. Floyd, the youngest heavy. Ill mends. Every time one of Patparticipants did. . .Teddy Rhodes Sept. 1...There will be five flights the contract, sentence by sentence
away, is lacking in the qualities weight ever to win the title, has terson's soggy gloves landed
on
qualified for the pro section of for men. . .with an entry fee oi
It all served to create further
that go with a good fighter, but come a long way since that night the bruised beek, blood
would
She All-American with 73. . .after nine bucks. . .while the gals will interest in the bout.
13 months ago when he won a spatter all over the ring.
he loves; to fight.
takieg
have
on
seven
the
flights.
three
a
second hole,
Jim Norris, president of t h e
.and pay six
• On the night of July 29, in New split decision over Hurricane JackIn addition, Jackson suffered
a six on the fourth, and a five bucks. .If you want hotel reser- IBC and Julius Helfand, chairYork's Polo grounds, Jackson took son.
cote inside his mouth, his left eye
vation,send
on
s;
back
the
equests
nine.
."I
.
man
to
was
Sheraton,
of the New York State AthleI
However, it must be remember- was almost closed,
e terrific beating from Floyd Patand there
scrambling for that 73," said Ted- Seelhach, Allen hotel, or Brown's tic Commission, both believe t h e
terson, the stoic 22 year-old heavy. ed that Patterson fought the final were bruises beneath the
right eye
Guest
dy
House
there
"and
not
times
fight
were
later
when
than
will draw a million dollar
Aug.
weight boxing champion, as Tom- six rounds of that bout with one His face was swollen.
Tommy, in
I thought I would not get under IS.
gate.
my Bougit to take the title. It hand. Ile had fractured his right his dressing room after the
fight.
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. —Ro 80.". .Charlie Sifford, who finIt is figured that Robinson and
was probably the worst beating hand early in the bout.
looked like a man who had tan- osevelt Brown, grid star
of the ished in the money in the EastBasilic, will top the record of more
But it was a different Floyd at gled with a ferocious
ever taken by a challenger for
tiger.
world champions New York Gi- ern tourney, held in Baltimore last
than 900-thousand dollars realised
the Polo grounds. The former
the heavyweight crown.
Dr. Alexander Schiff. Commis- ants, and Miss
Thelma Elizabeth week, had a 34-37 for 71 in the
in the Robinson . Randy Turpin
Patterson not only put Jackson Olympic boxing champion, weigh- sion physician, examined
Jack- Curenton of Charlottesville, last qualifying round...Calvin Ingram
bout at the Polo grounds in 1951.
down three times before the fight ing approximately five pounds son immediately following the
COLUMBUS, Ga.—Heavywolt '
week
announced that they'll wed of Chicago qualified with a 72 ...
bout
Norris said he expects to g e t
was stopped by Referee Ruby more than in his first bout with and reported the fighter in
ilJusToN, l'exas — Texas Sou- more
good in October.
Bob Horton, Chicago, missed by
than 300-thousand dollars boxing champion Floyd Patters
Goldstein in the tenth round, but Jackson, showed great improve- condition, except for the
bruises
The announcement came as two strokes..
. . He had a 76 . . therm university will begin its 12th from the theater television re- knockout win over Tommy "HI •
he bloodied Tommy's nose, cut ment. He was a better fighter and swollen face.
ricane" Jackson recently has be
Brown, a tackle, prepared to brcak and the top figure was 74. . .The year in inter-collegiate athletics ceipts alone. There will
be NO
his mouth, closed the left eye and than he was the night he flattenEarly Tuesday morning Jack- camp with the
Giants and head World Championship tournament when the /957 football squad re- home television broadcast of the favorably accepted by Pete Rathad the right one badly swollen. ed Archie Moore to lay claim to son's mother drove him
macher, who has designs on
to t h e for Chicago for the Giants-College starts Thursday. . .and continues ports for practice, Sept. 1.
fight,
The Hurricane was in deplorable the heavyweight crown.
Meedowbrook hospital in E a s All-Stars football game, Aug. 9. through Aug.
During its 11 years of particiBasilio last fotieht on Feb. 22 lieving Patterson of the title.
11.
Against Jackson, Patterson was Meadow,
shape as he staggered about the
Long Island for treat- The Giants did their conditioning
According to George Chemer.
The Fairway Golf club of Day- pation in intercollegiate football when he kayoed Johnny Saxton in
punching fast with both hands, ment
ring.
of his ring injuries, describ- at Winooski, Vt.
ton, Ohio, will sponsor their 14th the young state school shows 62 the second round of their welter- Rademacher's trainer, Pete, a
But Tommy a determined char- and there was power in the punch- ed by doctors at the
Brown's bride-lobe is the daugh- annual tournament at the Dayton victories, 36 losses and nine tics. weight title fight in Cleveland.
fights Patterson for the title
hospital as
acter, continued tei come back for es.
"a uribnarv condition,"
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thompson Community golf course, Aug. 10- 0
94
r8thaendll 1yyear
—v1e
90 _spahna,voenItyhetw,ircie
Robinson regained his iSO.peund Seattle Aug. 22, was "tickled
Today Patterson is hitting as
more. In fact, he begged PatterPatterson said Jackson was talk- Curenton of this city. Brown is 11. . .There will he 54 holes of
crown on May 1, when he knocked death" by Floyd's successful
son to "Come on and fight, you fast as Joe Louis did when he ing to him during
most of the the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roose- medal play. . .with seven flights gems been ender the 500 pereerte out Gene Fellmer in the
fense of his crown against Jae
bum!" Patterson. after t h e battered Primo Camera into sub- fight, saying:
filthi
"Come on. you bum, velt Brown, sr., also of this city. for the men and four for the wool- ale mark. Top production rears round at Chicago.
son. Ile described Rademach
fight, said he clipped Jackson mission in Yankee stadium in and fight."
Miss Curenton is a graduate of en. . .Also four flights nf juniors hove been 1952 with a 10-0-1 ref:-Basilio is at the moment a 11-19 as tieing "just as confident non
with a hard right on the jaw after 193.5, his first professional bout in
However, the champion visited Central State college, Wilberforce. under 18. . .Curtis Walker. De. ord and 1956
with a 9-1 season favorite. This immediately made and added that the challeng
the remark, and then said "Who's the East. And each of Floyd's him in the
hoepital Tuesday Ohio. Brown is a graduate of trod, will defend the amateur record. and 1956 with a 9-1 sea- some of the more skeptical in
has "smiles all over his face."
short, jolting punches rides on solthe bum now?"
the
morning and Jackson, accordh-g Morgan State college in Baltimore. crown he won last year . .Eoline son
reseed and a 12 overall II c. light racket wonder if Sugar is
Chemeres also talked a go,
The beating administered by id power.
to die champion, wished him well.
Thornton, Los Angeles southpaw, ord. Next best years were 951 going to blow his title again
If Patterson is handled right,
Patterson sent Jackson to the has.
and fight for the challenger. He so
Hurricane
left
will also return to defend her lau- and 1955 with identical 7.2.1 rec-I win it back as he did with Gene that he acknowledges Patterson •
pital early Tuesday.morning. The he can become one of the great pital in a wheel Meadowbrook hoschair Wednesday.
rels. . .James Poole, sp.. Detroit. ords.
GA. SPORTS WRITERS
Fe/ miser.
a good fighter with fast hand
challenger was suffering from a heavyweights of all times. He has
The attendance did not reach
is
the defending senior champion
This way of thinking, too, may a good fighter with fast hand
SEE RADEMACHER KO
urinary condition, caused by the the potential.
Against 1957 neponents the Ti.
the 29,000 promoter Emil Lance
150
older).
or
.
sponsoring
The
OVER PATTERSON
gem's have won 36, lost 23 and tied account for the odds on Carmen. , but pointed out that Rademachç
had speculated on. Instead, t h e
7. with Prairie View and Southern It is doubly difficult to understand! has an advantage in reach-77'
crowd was near 13.000, with a
COLUMBIA,. Ga. — (INS) —
the only two teams with an edge. the odds when you realize that ' to Patterson's 73—and punche
The annual East-West game, mood classic.
gross receipt of $160,000. Lence es- Columbus sports writers, observnine-tenth= of the fight mob figure harder.
Record against 1057 opponents:
played at Comiskey park in ChiThere are some who attributed timated his net at $134,000, plus ing heavyweight contender Pete
Basilio is made to order for RobHow well Cherneres' argumerr
Seethern
cago on July 28, was won by the the small crowds to Negro play- a $175,000 television fee.
(28-1);
Rademacher train for the past
Wiley (3-1-1) Pra- inson.
carries will have to proved in tbo
irie View (5-601: Texas College
West after staging a three-run ral- ers in the major leagues. They
Patters°
, had been guaranteed two months, say he would score
August title bout. Although he wen
(5-21): Lincoln (ell): Langston
ly in the eighth that broke a 5-5 contend that when Jackie Robin- $175,000, but Cus D'Amato, his an easy win in his scheduled
The U. S. has about 700,000 fires the Olymnic boxing title last year.
(3-20): Jackson (5-0-0); Grembl.
lie.
son became a member of t h c manager, said Tuesday they will championship bout with Floyd
a year from misuse of electrical( Rademacher has never had
a pre.
ing (3-2-2 1: Arkansas (6-1.0); equipment.
The West, in, gaining the vic- Brooklyn Dodgers, Negro baseball take the 40 percent, or about $125.- Patterson on Aug. 22.
fessional fight.
000.
Rademacher has wrapped up
tory, blasted three East pitchers died.
'
Jackson. who was fighting for his Columbus training and is now
for 11 hits, including a home rin
1TTA BENA, Miss. — IMVC DelI disagree with that theory.
by James Banks, the leading hit•
Negro baseball suffered a hard 20 percent, will get approximate- in Seattle. Wash., the site of the's' ta Devil's, bidding for the national
ter in the Negro American league. blow when Robinson Joined t h e ly $62,000 for the severe beating big fight.
recognition, released a tough nineThe 29.year-old amateur, who game grid schedule for the comBanks also contributed a single Dodgers because it immediately ' he took.
This will leave the promoter a has never before been involved ing season this
in three trips to the plate to fin- . was thrown into competition with
week.
ish the day with a .667 average. major league baseball. But Negro net profit of $20,000, which he said In a professional battle, and has
MVC, the NAIA total offensive
Banks' honer hit on top of the baseball also gained as a direct will go hack into his promotion. been warned by experts he might leader last year with e07.9 game.
The fleet last Monday night was be seriously hurt if he mixes it
wall in rightfield, bouncing back result of Jackie opening the door.
the first independent promotion with the hard hitting 23-year-old yardage average and 2.e74 yards
onto the playing field. There was
Back in the days when the late
champion, has been sparring rushing average will open the seano one on the bases when the left- Andrew "Rube" Foster was di- in New York in 26 years..
regularly with sixth ranking son on Sept. 21, with Alcorn col.
hand slugger hit the homer.
recting the destinies of the Negro
lege on the Braves homesite.
heavyweight Clarence Ilinnant.
Jake Sanders, an outfieldel National league, club owners could
Newcomers to the Devil's 1957
The soft spoken challenger,
-mfrteaooinuldrhse mf ww Y le• not sell baseball players. Today
schedule are. Wiley and Gramblhowever, exudes confidence.
from the New Orleans Bears, col- there is a big market for good
1,1111 Kinney. local sports edi- ing. The complete schedule listed
lected a triple in the second inn- Negro players.
tor of the Columbus Ledeer pre- as follows.
Last year Ted Ilasherry, owner
ing that scored Rufus Gipson, who
Sept 21, Alcorn, Away; Sept. 2e,
dicts Patterson will be knocked
had singled. Bob Wilson, Kanses of the Kansas City Monarchs, sold
Open; net. 5. Jacksen Stat e,
out in the first round.
City Monrrch outfielder, collected eight players to major and minor
Home; Oct. 12. Tnugalon, Away;
the other extra base hit, a double, league clubs. Rasberry didn't sell
TOLEDO, Ohio — (A NP) — An IIIIIIIIIIIIII1111011111111111110Mineinli111111111111111111111111 Oct. 19, Open; Oct. 26, Paid Quinn.
in the eighth that scored Felix those players while holding his interracial team of boxing train
Away: Nov. 2, Wiley, Horne; Nov.
Ortega with the run that broke hands at the breakfast table. He's era have been issued a license to
9 Leland. Home: Nov. 16, Misan aggressive fellow who doesn't promote professional fights in Tothe tie.
sissinpi Industrial Homecoming,
The three West pitchers—John let any grass grow under his feet ledo.
Home. Nov. 23, Grambline, Awav:
The
East-West game can attract
Winston, Sam Thompson and EuThe Toledo Boxing Commission
MOSCOW — (INS) — Former Nov. 30, Texas Southern. Home.
a
crowd
of
20
15
thousand each issued the license to Larry More- Wimbledon champion
to
gene Williams — held the East
Fred Peery
hatters to seven scattered h it s. year, but to do that the owners land and his white partner, oper- said that "Russian players have BOND WINS NET TITLE
acquaint
must
the
fans
thronesDennis Harris, Birmingham Black
ators of Larry's and Al's gym for made a start toward breaking in
KALAMAZOO, Mich. — (INS)
Barons, getting the only extra out the country with their play- years.
Fifteen-year-old William Bond nf
Nettie tennis."
The
ers.
fans
arc
going
not
to
base hit, a double in the sixth.
The promoters immediately anThe one-time British net s tar Laiolla. Calif., defeated Dennis
pay to see a game in which most nounced plans for an
outdoor card was invited to Moscow by Soviet Ralston of Bekersfield, Calif.. to
The West contributed two errors
of the players are unknown to to be presented in August
at officials seeking his advice on win the boys division title In the
and the East three. It was an erthem.
Raceway Park.
National junior and boys tennis
tennis matters.
ror that set the stage for the West
In
the
other
such
years
names
Charlie Cotton. Toledo middlePerry said that at the ,nterna- tourna ment.
rally in the enghth, and it was an
Satchell
Paige,
as
Josh
Gibson,
weight,
and Art Glass. unbeaten Lionel Youth Games in Moscow.
Bond won 6-3, 6-4 in the all-Calierror that opened the door for the
and others attracted the crowds. Dayton Ohio, fighter are tenta- the Russian players did quite well fornia final match.
East to score their first run.
But they're gone, and the owners tively slated to the feature attrac against those foreign players who
A crowd of less than 10,000 saw need
to build up some youngsters Bon.
advanced as far AS the middle to Moscow was 'to see what
the game. a far cry from the
WATCH OUT — KId Gas Ilan
misses a long right hook. The
Untile they do this, the East •
the IA-round nationally W.*.•
All fighters have agreed to ap- stages of the recent Wimbledon they've got now, what
they hope
(left) winds up hie femme
erowds.of better than 45 000 thst West game will continue to
w
Itoidn, arrourn
nanC
imaomuis• edaertsisio
. tenibian.
eel tight at Miami Ikbatii.
attract pear on the basis of gate nereene tournament."
to have and what their plans
$010"
t.a,..er
aloe
punch
once paid to see this annual dia- less than seven thousand.
Fla., last Wednesday night
age, according to the promoters.
He eald his purpose in coing
m
are."
tega, from Tia Juana, Mexico,
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Simpson came to the Yen!
June 15 fromm Kansas City f o
righthander Ralph Terry and sc.:
and baseman Billy Martin.
"1 sure hated to give up• a
yeune pitcher like Terry." Ca.;
ey said, and added:
"We
e d he
y left•hand
one arena.
hitter and the
was Simpson. It was a gunge)
for a seasoned ball player who
knew could play well for us."
Stengel
has
been plavii
Simpson in left field, right fie
and at fast base.
His big bat has kept the Ya
kees on sop the last two wee?
Ile Was recently inserted into
Yankee lineup as a daY-t0•41
regular.
A slender six foot, two inch ple'

Giants' Brown
To Wed, Come
This October

TSU Compiles
A Good Mark

Toledo Boxing
Board Grants
Mixed License

Fred Perry Sees
Russ Tennis Stars

10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Aug. 10, 1957

•

Masons Set
Convention
In Detroit
DETROIT - The 93rd anniversary and annual communication of
the National Supreme Council, Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite
Masons will be held in Detroit,
Aug. 10-17.
Delegates and visitors from 37
states and the District of Columbta, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands, representing Symbolic lodges, Lodges of Perfection, chapter of Rose Croix, Knights of Kadosh, Sublime Princes of the Royal Secret and Consistories will attend.
The Council of the Great Nine
the executive branch of the order
and the Council of Deliberation,
the legislative body will be in session throughout the week-long convention with Commander William
J. Fitzpatrick presiding.
Auxiliaries such as the Order o
the Eastern Star, Heroines of Jericho, Courts of Amaranth a n d
Daughters of Isis will also gather
under the supervision of Mrs. Julia C. Fitzpatrick, national grand
Matron and Grand Conductress of
the tamale departments.
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Vacation exodus has gained full her retinue. On hand
Brown,
momentum . . . as August days club officers, Mrs. Sarah
Naomi Gordon,
hasten the end of summer. Things president; Mrs
Maggie Coleare rather quiet hereabouts . . vice president; Mrs.
secretary; Mrs.
with many familiar faces missing. man, recording
secreCompensation comes in the way Edith Thornton, financial
E. Floyd Johnson,
of many former citizens return- tary; Mrs.
Gertrude Arming for a "look-in" at their for- treasurer; Mrs.
strong chaplain.
Vier homes.
board of directors of the NaNational Quartette Local No.
PRINCIPALS IN ANNUAL
Games, gay conversation and
tional Quartette Convention,
It is always refreshing to hear
Mr. Wiley (right) is state
success
I.
spelled
are
relaxing
plain
celebration
just
DAY
WILEY
ohich will convene in Washthe recounts of unusually different
local president of the Unevent.
Wiley,
and
anticipated
E.
much
Floyd
Mrs.
the
for
and
Mr.
of
trips . . and the enthusiasm
ington, D. C. Aug. 12-18.
ion and is a member of the
Among those attending were Miss
514 Hampton pl. The event
Mrs. Dorris Sodden and Mr. and
Willean
Miss
e
h
t
by
Cotton,
Ella
recently
Jim
given
was
their
Mrs. J. Ashton Hayes o‘er
the Army and later attended
Freeman, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCrecait Arkansas trip is truly conLos Angeles Advertising Club.
Mr. and Mrs. George
college. He is affilL.
Johnson,
LeMoyne
Joseph
Mrs.
and
Mr.
deED
a
contains
tagious . . . aM
Resulvs, he reported, were so
Brown, Mrs. Mattie Tyus, Mr.
iated with the 11.r. S. GovernMontgomN.
848
of
Chrysler
far
very
not
g
sign for vacationin
and Mrs. Warren Woods, Mr. and
ment. Miss Chrysler Is a memengagethe
announce
that "right dress" is on its
at.
much
good
ery
So
domiciles.
own
from our
ber of Alpha Kappa Alpha soMrs. Walter Hill, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Death Valley national monument of their daughter, Miss
way to becoming a tradition in
I10, that many more may decide
Gentry,
Jewel
pledged
Miss
was
Adams,
rority. Mr. Hirsch
M.
ment covers nearly two million
Jo Bernice Chrysler to John
that such a trip is the answer to
Buffalo schools, both elementary
to Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
Mr. and Mrs. John Cox, Walter
acres of desert land.
Wesley Hirsch of 575 Arringthe desire of many "left-at-homes" Cox, Miss Luberta Cox, W. T.
Jimand high, and is spreading to other
the
of
member
a
is
the
and
is
ton ave. Mr. Diesels
who long for somewhere to go Gurney, Mr. and Mrs. Powers
ior Chamber of Commerce.
schools elsewhere.
son of Mrs. Thelma Johnsyn.
close by.
Words of the Wise
Thornton, Mrs. Bernice Ruffin, D.
The wedding will take place
Men, Pratt continued. are not
Miss Chrysler Is a gradate
The Hayes and Mrs. Bodden left
The president of the Americas don't.
J. Thomas, Mrs. Katie Tipton,
Saturday, Nov. 30 at Keel Ave.
My motto is, "Contented Institute
he adds, men who dress basically interested in clothes apof West Virginia State college
And,
Wear
Boys'
and
Men's
of
Sunday week and stopped over at Mrs. Grace Parker, Mr. and Mrs.
for
with little, yet wishing
Baptist church, with Rev. .1.
the
and is a faculty member of
says high school students general-I properly are far more likely to be peal and must be sold from
Madison, Ark., to attend the ap- Clarence Hamler, Mrs. Maine
(Charles Lamb)
more."
F. Collins officiating.
apparel
Lester Elementary school. Mr.
preciation service for Mrs. Clif- Johnson, Mrs. Lois Mitchell anO
ly tend to act the way they dress. business and social successes than viewpoint of what good
will do for them financially and
Hirsch served three Years in
tie J. Bonds, wife of well-known son, John T. Mitchell, Mr and
Therefore, according to Francis those who do not.
socially.
S. Bonds of Madison. Mrs. Mrs. Herman Coleman, Mrs. BeeDeWitt Pratt of New York City, I
Pratt said the Institute, coopHe said wives, mothers, girl
Bonds was honored for her 25 sie Rice, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
juveniles who dress right are more
school authorities at friends and sisters are "among
xears of service as the Superin. Gilmore, Mrs. Rachel Brown,
apt to behave right than those who erating with
tendent of the Sunday School of Mrs. Walter Jons, Mrs. Narcissus
Buffalo, N. Y., found youngsters the chief supporters„
Madison Light Baptist church, of
"in bizarre or outlandish" garb the chief supporters" of the "Dresr.
Miss Berme Jean Coleman,
Jones,
Which Rev. R. B. Bland is pas- Miss s, Phyllis Hallinesworth of
are the most likely to he sent to Right" principal for the men of
tar. Echoes of her illustrious life Little Rock, Ark., Miss Delois
the principal's office for miscon- their lives.
Were given Mrs. Bonds by Mrs. Thomas, If. L. Jackson, Miss Lilduct.
Pratt concluded sadly that desTense Purifoy, s a friend . . .
Pratt said that under the urging pite a 174-million dollar increase
Biggs. Miss Cerita Brown,
L.
lian
J. Ashton Hayes, as an educe- George Brown, jr., Albert Brown.
With the suit business for two
Manch of the Buf- in the sale of men's and boys'
The Booker T. Washington High of Dr. Joseph
tor . . . Mr. C. T. Cobb, as a
Board of Education, student wear last year to $2,476,000,
falo
and Mrs. Homer Counts, MN. or three years just not being what
Mr.
W.
school band, directed by Prof.
gleaner . . . Mrs. Clyde Horton, Minnie Robinson, Mrs. Geneva
leaders developed a "Dress Right", "dressing right for men is still
designers have turnes_ a Red Cross worker, bostow- Tynes, Miss Catherine Fields, Mrs. it has been,
T. McDaniel, and the members of code. He spoke to members of the a problem."
to
ss
creativene
ing, Mrs. Bonds a pin for 25 years Iona Cochrane, Robert Cotton ... ed their fashion
the Artists and Models club (Junif service to the Red Cross . . former Memphians, Mr. and Mrs. a new and interesting line to reior daughter Elks), will be sent
fashionthe
of
fancy
the
Sunday
capture
}fr. R. Dempsey, as a
Earl Allen and son, Walter. of
to represent the famed Beale
School worker . . . Mr. W. Whit- Chicago Ill. Mrs. Porter's broth- able woman and revitalize the
Street Elks at the annual convensuit appetite.
taker, as a church worker . .
Misslittle
the
and
family,
er and
tion of the IBPOE qf 'W (IndePTA
a
as
Bland,
Sirs. Alberta
As seen through the eyes of
es Vera !McKinney and Lynne LIpendent, Benevolent, Protective,
'worker; and Mrs. Elizabeth Con- en.
Maurice Rentner, famous designOrder of Elks of the World) at
If you suffer from heartburn:, indigestion, gas or sour
These
worker.
B.
a
T.
as
haway,
BIRTHDAY NEWS
er of fine clothes for women, his
Philadelphia on Aug. 24-31.
g
outstandin
the
refleoted
echoes
stomach, arthritis, rheumatism, KING SOLOMON will
Master William Henry (Billy) new innovation combines the very
Announcement of the selection
community service rendered by Hooks was given the grand birth- best qualities of suit and dress.
taut
made
Was
groups
two
the
of
prove to you why it is so far superior to any other prod.
this charming and vivacious ma- day treatment Tuesday, July 30, He calls it "The Suited Dress"week by an Elks spokesman. Mauiron . . . attesting to all that elm at Lelia Walker Clubhouse to celc. and it means exactly what its
uct on the market today for these ailments.
rice Hulbert, or., This will make 1
!Pally lives a full life ... one brate his fourth birthday. His names implies. It is one outfit
n
the
time
Washingto
the
fourth
dedicated to the service of her charming mater, the former Miss suitable to the most demanding
High school band has represented,
community.
Patricia Cummings, was one of wardrobe necessities of the most
the Memphis group at out-of-town
Following the program, si re- our Spirits of Cotton . . and was fastidious woman.
national conventions of the Elk orthe
tendon was held, at whichlovely
never lovelier as she supervised Some years ago this designer
der.
honoree received many
the
with
reigned
which
gaiety
the
It also marks another in a long
Gaaaaaaaid Relief in 7 Days
the "dressmaker" suit.
pieces of sliver to mark the oc- making of movies throughout the created
or Your Money Refunded
series of instances in which the
new design concept
entirely
an
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casion. Mrs.
evening cute hats horns, the
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evitablc balloons, and prizes for
ticipated, either as a group, or
so eminently correct, the enMEMPHIS, TENN., OR CALL WH 6-4416
On leaving Madison, our Mem- lucky winners at the games. Lit- and
a
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tion
it.
through
representa
tire fashion world adopted
OR CALL - SUBURBAN DRUG WH 13-4576
phis friends 1508ed
tle Billy's grandmother, Mrs. Barbeauty contest competitor
''Suited
Rentner's
Maurice
phis friends journeyed on to Hot bars Cummings, of Chicago, helpdeBprings National Park, accom- ed sponsor the party, and called Dress" now combines drama,
a
paniedley Mrs. Tolise Purifoy and during the excitement to wish her licacy, and daring as to cause
of
the Bond's houseguest, Mrs.. Anita little grandson a special "happy woman so suited to be assured
ely
Grant of Los Angeles, Calitornia birthday." On hand also, was his being as well and appropriat
after- a very charming and beautiful godmother. Mrs. Abbie Clay. dressed at night as in the
to
laity, who has been present et Guests included Ronald and Nor- noon. Suit functionalism added
many recent parties here recent- ris Walter. Michael Miles, Pale- dress elegance without forfeiting
:At Hot Springs, they were join- ma Griffin. Maudine and Centella either excitement or taste is the
ly,
eci.by Mrs The ma ur e 01 Fo. Jackson, Denise Brittenum and key to this new concept.
refit City. Ark., wife of Dr. J. E. • Diane Adams ... along with their
The Suited Dress dares to begin
tt crn
, wl,n h d be
beaming pagents, Mesdames Es- where dress and suit heretofore
City,
of
Regional
the Arkansas
folio Walter. Louise Miles, Maude ended - a gilding of the lily to
Federated clubs. One interesting I Jackson, Bernice Sutton, Willa perfection. The dress - slender,
Spa
highlight of their stop in the
Monroe. Matti,. Rollins and Dr. cleverly rounded in itself an encity was their trip on the very and Mrs. R. Q. Vensen.
tity . . . the jacket, stopping at
niodernistie Amphibian Duck
waist length to create the illusion
CONVENTION THIAILIGHTS
a 'futuristic invention which is a
the National Dental Conven- of interrupted unity.
At
with criss-cross folds at the
EMERALD WORSTED broadcombination of a car and a boat. • tion which convened at Hot
Not satisfied with a single new
waistline.
cloth combined with sable for
wiiich loads on Bathhouse Row,
Ark., last Sunday, Hem- version, Rentner also creates
Springs,
a dress and small jacket, deadd is driven to Lake Hamilton phis came in for more than
"Coatee" - a scantling of a jacsigned by Jo Copeland for the
There It descends into the lake share of honor an.i the meeting cf ket which comes to rest just
Pattullo Jo Copeland Fall 1957
16 mile
and travels across the mountat
he Ladies Auxiliary of the con- where elbow meets the hip.
collection. The low-necked, alexpanse of the beautiful
And ter the ultimate in his famost sleeveless dress is draped
lake that is bordered with fabulotte held in the beautiful dining room
mous line, he presents "Gala Melakeside homes and estates,
National Baptist Hotelswank
of
mento. a profusion of gowns in
'On leaving Hot Springs, the Bathhouse, Thursday, August 8.
pitty journeyed to Petit Jean Mrs. Ethel Vensm was installed Gioria and Rudolph were all luxurious materials, some lavishMountain. outside Morrelton. Ar- as the national nresid.ent of the smiles last week, as their hus- ly furred, some jewel-adored,
kenos. and visited the reknown auxriiary. She will be the leader band and father L. R. Taylor. some relying upon their integrity
of line for distinction - and otthroughout the
Winrock Farm of philanthropist
spent some time here away from hers, so sentimental as to bring,
of 1.500 women
Winthrop Rockefeller. Scores of USA and the Bahama Islands Conhave been written abcnt nratatations. Ethel . . . we know his actuarial duties with Mammoth a worthy finale to his 1957 col•
Life Inaurance company at Louisal
j
featuring the 'Chalice
this innovation in experiment
that the program of the comirg ville. Ky.. where the entire Tay- lection
t
Silhouette" - a Rentner creation
farms, which Is completely run year vvill reflect the charm, diglor
he
will
moving
soon.
family
.
from
,
our own rat
which is a daring departure
of famous
t, a member of
!
nitY and know-how
Memphis will certainly miss this the tired cliches of past seasons.
HS charm Includes the nutstand- Memphis ambassador of goodwill.
.
.
wish
and
.
family
charming
the
to
Other designers have also turned
ipy hospitality extendedilsA and , who has carried the massage of
them continued success in the their creative genius to a new
foil' form all over the
and the Memphis Cotton.
cotton
famed city of "fast horses and fluid line in the ever-popular
gifted who beat a path to this makers Jubilee and the S'pirits of
suit. Jo Copeland designs for the
tereathlaking panorama of a mil- Cotton throughout the length and beautiful women."
In the Get-well-quick. depart- Pattullo-Jo Copeland collection
astalre farm situated on a iew- breath of the country. and abroad.
a low-necked, almost sleeveless
etre minintain too. Excorted tour,
The National Medical Conven• ment . . , word has reached us
well
dress draped with criss-cross
it-guest home. finshing in a
lion will he held at Cleveland. of the accident suffered by Mrs.
locked lake filled only aristo- Ohio, next week . . . and New Bertha Withey of New York City, folds at the waistline and topped
ttats of the fish world . . . barns York City will be the scene of Mrs. Adrienne Simpkins' mother, by emerald worsted broadcloth
music
with sable collar. ,
fit. for a king - with niped
What do- you do on Sun-brella Days? Have fun out
the National Insurance Cenven• during a motor trip in New York's small jacket
I
'Your gree•r
far the edification of tie- oo ._
don . . . and c,tne August 24), Catskill Mountains. Mrs. Withey,
... with backyard
the housekeeping's catty.
where
Sun britlia f••tirrio.twine tweed therein in padded Los Angeles Calif . will be the well-known in Memphis and loved
'burger. and
Days
luxury and their Progeny . . . and mecca of those attending the na- for her charm and graciousness,
parties and family cook-out,, and plenty of time for
frank,
ts 38.000 acres of nastnres. Sound.. tional convention of Alrha Phi Al. was badly shaken up, but with no
quick-fixing meals...cold cuts
play! What pleasant living! And what a special
fabled doesn't it' It was sereested pha fraternity.
apparent severe injuries. Mrs.
and cheese spreads and • whet*
raft of sandwich and salad mak'kw our Memphis friends that it CHIT CHAT
Simpkins is preparing to go to
pleasure, to enjoy the world's favorite sparkling drink
ings. Add Coke to the list and
Viaitine relatives and friends In New York to be with her mother.
to hest to write in advance to angbod in
no
...
Coca-Cola
you're set for breeze-easy living!
nt.
as
refreshme
your
former
..
e
.
Does
That
Botharrival
Finds Healing Substanc
pounce one's expected
the Bluff Citv were two
Also, Andrew A. Trigg the beYou'll find 'ons Ell at your
and M this ease, the welcomin- tenehiiirs both now residents of loved father of Mrs. Ruth BeauRelieves Pain-Shrinks Hemorrhoids
aroeir'• today!
taste, in such good taste! Stock up on Coke today!
Miss Mildred Pan- champ and Mrs. Martelle Trigg,
temmittee awaits nne's presence. , Detroit
0116••••••• ••••••••
problem!" And among them refFlew York. N. Y. (Special) • •••x•••t• *****.•••• 0•••••••47 IMP TON
"•••••
'his is not mandatory, hnwev
.' iels arid Mrs Rita Braithwaite is ill at E. H Crump hospital, for the hint time science has
"
ferers were a very wide variety
Joseph
grotto
A
husband
whether
her
of
a
and
of hemorrhoid conditions,some of
La,.,ender
int* regardless
found • new healing substance
where he has been confined for
10 to 20 years' standing.
is expected el- not, the full trelt- and their adorable twin daughters. week, as we go to press. We sin- with the astonishing ability to
All this, without the nee et
went of red-carpet hoenitality Miss Daniels is stooptm, with her cerely hope for his complete re- shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
narcotics, anesthetics or astrinawait% all comers . . . regardless mother. Mrs Estelle Daniels on covery . . . and our sincerest pain -without surgery.ease after
of any kind. The secret 14
gents
one
In
hemorrhoid
of race, color or creed Methinks Polk ave. . . . and the Lavender prayers are offered to both Mrs. another,"very striking improvea new healing substance
this is the answer for your scribe. family was the guest of Mrs. .1. Withey and mr. Trigg.
Dyne*)-thediscoveryof aworldment" was reported and verified
famous research institution. AlLavendee and her daughter,
by doctors' observations.
:Who feels the need of a shert
Our local Defender family wet
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide um
Pain was relieved promptly.
Mrs. L B. Hobson on Pearce st.
:trin'
of
Butler
for healing injured tissue on all
Dorothy
pain,
Miss
relieving
comes
while
vacagently
And,
is
Pert Martha Anderson
NETGITRORDOOD PICNIC
parts of the body.
She actual reduction or retraction
:the Of18 WA Neiehhnrhocet 0,-1, tioning in Washineton, D. C,, and Louisville, Ky.. to our staff
This new healing substances Is
(shrinking) took place.
graduate of Lincoln
offered in •upporitory or ointment
'held their annual picnic at the from there will trek up to the is a
of
all-this
amazing
most
And
AKA
an
,
and
Journalism
of
school
the
of
city
the
John
in
called Preparation H.• Ask
form
Mrs
State.
and
Empire
home of Mr.
Improvement was maintained in
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
for individually sealed convenient
A warm welcome was extended eases where doctors' observations
.laeICInney on Starr aye out le Gay White Way
Preparation H suppositories OT
Mrs Mary Collier pre‘.v of Del- her by sten members at the were continued over a period of
Ellietnn /retells, /est Thursday
Preparation H ointment with speand Mrs. Evans many months!
evenine, and there the well-kelon ta Sigma Theta's local grad chap home of Mr.
REGULAR
cial applicator. Preparation H Is
In fact, results were ea thoreetertsinA -fel, is studying at Cornell IT., tin- Clement. Present were Vivian and ough that sufferers were able to
sold atalldrug storem.Satisfaction
members er 55,
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, Tenn.
"trete der a Shell Foundation science Marion Ford. Hattie and Ray- make such astonishingstatemente
guaranteed or money refunded.
more than ss •ee.-.•her.
f T Coco-Colo Cowpony hy
Bottled wide. outIvorily oito
mond House. Maxine and Edward as "Piles have ceased to be a
its I P.i
uitha ClAll"“”1 -ens,' rmennred , fellnwship.
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
The accent this week is still on roe. You will remember M r s.
travelers. Edward Knight has re- Tennessee as Gladys Deberry.
turned to his duties in military GRAND SUCCESS
service after having spent 30 days
The annual Print Dress pageant
in Jackson with his parents, Mr. sponsored by the women of Lan.
and Mrs. Harry Knight on South- Tabernacle CME church was a
ern st. He left Jackson enroute grand success. This affair w a a
to Mexico.
held at the church on July 26.
The house guests of Mr. and Five groups spearheaded the pag.
Mrs. William dailey on Hale st. cant, each having a queen. Mrs.
are Mr. Bailey's brother and fam- Leatha Feener, queen of Group
ily, Rev. and Mrs. Tobey Carthell No. 1, was crowned the winning
and their little son, Thomas. They queen. She is a member of Cum.
are vacationing from Muncie, Ind.. berland St. Baptist church. The
Rev. and Mrs. Millard Southern presidents of each of the groups
and three children motored from are: Mrs. Mary Perkins, Group
Rockford, Ill. to visit with Rev. 1; Mrs. Ora Reid, Group II; Mrs.
Southern's mother, Mrs. Docia , Dixie Rogers, Group III; Mrs.
Southern on Conger at. Rev. South. Vera Key, Group IV and Mrs.
ern is pastor of the AME church Marvin Cathey, Group V. They
wish to express their appreciation
in Rockford.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Spann of to everyone who appeared on the
10 Ann Arbor, Mich. and th e ir program and to all for their fithree children are spending their nancial support. Rev. P. L Bigby
vacation with Mr. Spann's parents, is pastor of the church.
The Jackson Cosmetology Chap.
Mr. and Mrs. James Spann on
Riverside dr. They were very ter No. 23 held a lovely affair
happy to find air. Spann much Sunday from 5 to 7 p.m. on the
beautiful lawn of Mr. and Mrs.
improved.
Returning last week to the city Cole on Eastview. The tea was
A SURPRISE FOR LAW35 guests who helped him celeThird row, same order: Gilafter several weeks of study were called "The Four States Tea,"
RENCE ADAMS was the gala
brate the occasion. They are
bert Jones, Kenneth AnderMrs. Mary L. Womack and Miss Representing Ohio was Mrs. Lu.
by
his
party
par.
given
him
(first
mow,
left
to
right)
Edretha
son,
Marguerite Bridgeferth,
Williams; California, Mrs
Irma Robinson. A delightful ch.
eats. Mr. and Mrs. File Anward Grant, Joie Hamilton,
Lawrence Anderson, Jett ie
max to a busy session at Wash- Lillie Bell Cole; New York, Mrs.
derson,
celebrate
his
lsth
to
Alva
Jamison,
Joan
Green,
Sessley,
Samuel Brown, Sybil
Louise
Smith; and Maine, Mrs.
ington university, St. Louis, Mo
birthday recently. The celebraRonald Ilollidas, Evelyn
Manns, Stella Wright and an
was a surprise dinner given by Bailey. Over 35 guests a n d 25
tion was held on the Anderson
Green, Barbara Anderson and
unidentified guest. Fourth row
Mrs. Ella Walker and Mrs. Flos- beauticians enjoyed the affair and
lawn at 1340 Grand. Gathered
Sylvester Woods, Seated at (asame order: Charlie Lee.
sie Ballard of Ashland st., St. delicious rainbow punch and conk.
Lawrence
around
(center,
beble,
same order- Ceneita Jatwo unidentified guests, James
Louis. The spacious home w a ti lea, Mrs. Etta Brown, president
hind table) are many of the
mison and William McKay.
beautifully decorated with color- of the Tennessee State Beauticiful blossoms for the elaborately ans, was chairman of the t e a
which was in an effort for the
planned affair.
• •
Mrs. Walker greeted the guests Miss Tennessee Beauticians contest
which
closes
Oct.
6.
Mrs.
In a navy sheer with white pearls.
Dinner was served from the ex• Thelma Compton, representing the
quisitely appointed table with a Jackson Crapter, will co m pe te
handsome linen cloth centered with against other chapters in the state.
Mrs. Lillie Bell Cole is president
carnations and astors.
Mrs. Ballard, wearing a sheer of the Jackson chapter.
Mrs. Raychelle Lynom Carhee
orchid, presided over the table CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
announces the opening of a book I
Little
Deniece Moore, daughter store at 1004 S. Parkway, E. on
from which the guests were sera.
By THEODORE C. STONE
ed slices of ham, chicken, beans, of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Moore Aug. 10.
I The 34th Annual Session of the
who reside on Glass st., reached
Mrs. Cartier, a native Memphi- .
spaghetti, relishes, molded salads
National Association of Negro Mu
and hot rolls. For dessert there the proud age of two years on an, is a graduate of Booker T.
sicians, Inc., Dr. Roscoe R. Polls,
were lemon and cream pies top- July 18. She celebrated her birth. Washington High school with a BA
president, will convene at the Uni
day, July 22 with her devoted parped with %%hipped cream.
versity of Illinois, Champaign-Urents entertaining many youngOccupying a small beautifully
bana, August 17-24.
decorated table for the guests and sters around her age. The excited
kids had a grand time and enjoy
The Jnint Music Clubs of Chamescorts were arrangements of as.
ed ice cream, cup cakes a n d
paign are hosts, with Mrs. Hattie
ters and summer mums.
M. Winfield, general chairman,
' Having the pleasure of t his punch. Many gifts were received
by Deniece.
with headquarters in Smith Music
were: Mrs. Mary Lou Womack,
Mrs. Martha Cage Mitchell moHall.
Miss Irma Robinson, J a m
tored down with a friend from DeA Pre-convention highlight 1 o r
Webb, Edward Bond. Others in
troit, Mich. to spend a few days
delegates arriving on Saturday,
the party were: Mr. and Mrs.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
will be a concert of original comDr. Diton
Frank Thomas, Mts, Gertrude ToDr. Polls*
E. A. Cage. She also visited with
positions by the gifted y oung
Tante, Debra Pryor, Herman Bell,
her sister and family, Mrs. Vera
American
composer,
Betty
JackMrs.
James
Knox and
Mr. and
Brooks. Arriving before her sisson King, of Chicago, to be held
son, Mrs. Ilen, Mr. and Mrs.
ter left was Mrs. Cyril Porter,
at Wesley Foundation, at 8 p.m.
rockett, Mrs. Elgee Bagby, Mrs.
along with her husband, James,
Aug. 17.
McNulley of Nashville, Napoleon
and daughter, Fontella. Mrs. PorWalker and Tom Ballard, hosts,
The interpreters will be the Imter had spent the summer in
perial Opera Co., Mrs. Gertrude
Many beautiful gifts were reCleveland, Ohio with her husband.
Jackson Taylor, conductor; Cathgp). ceived. The teachers of NI err y son,
now of Gary, Ind, is speniiing,
erine Adams, soprano; NathaniIiigh school report a very profitMRS. R. L. CARHEE
a few days with her uncle, Edgar
el Greene, violinist; and Mrs.
able and enjoyable study at the
Williamson who resides on Pine at. degree from LeMoyne college.
King, herself, a pianist.
University.
ROBE
PRESENTED
She
has
done
estension
work
Mrs. Geraldine Berry Porter
A mass meeting which opens ;
TO
PASTOR
through
A
&
I
State
university
Spent the week end with husband,
On Sunday, July 28, the Dea- and is wcrking toward her MA 1 convention on Sunday. August 18,
Roland Porter and their little son.
coness Board of First B apt ist degree in Igirary science at the - at 3 p.m. will offer among the
She is presently enrolled in A. and
C. Nickerson Betty J. King
church observed Deaconess Day University of Illinois. She h a s speakers Dr. Carl R. Diton, forI. State university in Nashville.
mer president of NANM, who will
at
3
p.m.
served
Rev.
A.
in
L.
the
Campbell,
city
system
as
Ii
Mrs. M. K. Smith is at home
pastor of Berean Baptist church, brarian of Manassas and Douglass introduce, the National, President,
again after a very delightful visit
i Dr. Polin, and Orrin Clayton Suthdelivered the special message High schools.
with her two daughters, Miss
which ended with the presentaMrs. Carhee is a member of I era' executive secretary of NANM
Louis,
Mo.,
St.
Johnella smith of
tion of a robe which was dedi- Mt. Olive Cathedral and a singer , is slated to be the guest organist
and Mrs. Josephine Ewing of Kancated as a holy garment to Rev. In the senior choir. She is the on the program.
Kansas
in
arrived
She
sas City
near) Allen Weller, dean of the
W. G. Terry, pastor of First Bap- assistant secretary of the RepubCity just in time to greet her new
tist, Mrs. Doris Price is president lican League and a soror of Delta College of Fine Arts of the Unigrandson who made his debut just
the Board and Mrs. M. B. Da- Sigma Theta sorority, She is the versity, will be the main speaker
an hour before she arrived. This of
vis is secretary. Mrs. Bertha Sav- daughter of Mrs. M. L. Lynom at this program and the convenmakes her four times a grandtion chorus, will be directed by
age of Liberty CME crurch was of the Three Sisters Florist.
mother.
Mrs. Carhee is inviting all of Clarence Hayden Wilson, St. Loumistress of ceremonies and sevRobert McFerrin Clayton Suthern
FORMER JACRSONIANS
eral churches took part on the her friends and the public to come is.
ABROAD
Another distinguished p as t
program
which
carried
A most un- by on Aug. 10 to the opening of
Miss Sam Ella Scott, teacher
president of NANM scheduled to
the book store.
tin In New York City, has gone to usual spiritual setting.
attcnd this year's convention will
" Paris, France to spend the sumbe Miss Camille L. Nickerson,
mer with her brother, Airman pia
Howard university.
First Class William H. Scott. Miss
Miss Josephine C. Inniss, direcGloria Scott is spending her vator of the Junior division of NANM
cation
The 53 Meharry Medical college Chicago, has outlined a full proSingapore. At present she is teachgraduates in the medical class of gram of activity for the young peoUniversity
the
in
English
ing
1857 achieved the distinction of be- ple, and the Youth division will
Djogiakarta, Indonesia. Another
of
ing assigned in 22 hospitals in 13 present one of the major concerts
sister, Mrs. Bobbie Scott Heron,
of this session on Tuesday, Aug
WILBERFORCE. Ohio — The states.
was in Jackson several weeks ago one hundred and eighth annual
Diversity of its graduates' ori- 20,
spending her vacation with h e r communication of the Most Wor- gin and services has always been
Participants on the Youth Night
mother and little son. Mrs. Heron ship, Prince Hall Grand Lodge a significant feature of Meharconcert will include a 200 voice
who is librarian in Chicago was of Ohio. F&AM and the 70th com- ry'a history. Since 197G, it has
choir, New Orleans, La., directed
joined here by her landlady, Mrs. munication of the Amaranth Grand graduated more than 6,000 Young
by Miss Patricia Saltier: Grace
William 0. Sledge who spent a Chapter Order of Eastern Stars men and women from 47 states,
Bumbry, contralto and winner of
week in the Scott home. Gloria, will convene on the Central State 12 foreign countries and 22 differthe 1953 scholarship of NANM:
Bobbie, Sam Ella and William are college campus August 11-13.
ent religious affiliations. Its living Quinton Bowles. timpanist; Dondaughters and son of Mrs. Lillie
Pre - registrations indicate the alumni now reside and practice aid Black, Organist: Arnold
Scott and the late Mr. Robert Grand Lodge will have the largest in 39 states and 17 foreign coonGraves, pianist and winner of the
Scott of S. Cumberland st. All are attendance in its history.
,tries,
1956 scholarship NANM: a n d
graduates of Lane college and are
James B. Simmons, jr., of ToleFrank White, pianist also winner
remembered for the fine record do, Most Worshipful Grand MasS of the 1947 scholarship of NANM.
N. C. HOLD PARTIES
they made while there.
ter will preside. Amanda Transue,
FOR BLIND PERSONS
Emily V. Dyer, President of
Miss Johnnie Mae Chatman has Xenia, Worthy Grand Matron, TheIN SEPARATE PARKS
the Youth Division will give an
been visiting friends, Mr. and Mrs. odore Grimes, Columbus, al ost
What are Duke Ellingaddress
that evening.
THOMASVILLE, N. C. —
Luther Bell of St. Louis, Mo. Mrs; Eminent Grand Commander and
ton's two contradictory
National Branch Night and Re.
were
Bell is the former Omega Peoples Harold Haithcox, Lima, Most Ex' (ANP) — Separate parties
alma in life? What is he
gional concert will offer represenscheduled here far Negro a n d
of Jackson.
cellent Grand High Priest, will
like in private, after he
white blind people in Davidson tative artists from across the naReturning to the city a few days preside over the appendant bodtion on Wednesday, August 21,
finishes the show? Get
County, it was learned.
ago was Mrs. V. F. Walker, noted ies.
the answers about the
The party for whites hi being and the National's massed choir
city school teacher who is now reThe annual communication will
held this week in Memorial directed by Kenneth B. Billups, St.
Duke who reads the Bible
tired. The greatest part of her begin with the Divine Service in
Negroes Louis will also sing on this condaily and studies Negro
vacation this summer was spent the McPherson Memorial Stadium, Park, while the one for
cert.
held
in
a
scheduled
Neto
be
is
history, in the current
in Vancouver, B. C. She motored Sunday, August 11 at p.m. Dr.
The Manzoni Requiem by Verdi
park later in September.
from Lake Louise to the Moraine Charles It Wesley, president of gro
issue of LOOK Magazine.
sad dedicated to the memory of
Lions
club
is
Thomasville
The
Lake and was the house guest of Central State college will deliver
Read about this genius
Mrs. Julia Walden Valentine, will
events.
sponsoring
both
Mrs. Readner at her daughter's the welcome address, and t h e
who has been a credit to
be sung on Thursday evening, Auexquisite home in Glendale, Calif. guest speaker will be Dr. Solomon 1111111111110unitiuM1111111111111111111111111111116111111111111,
his race and tops in jazz
Mrs. Walker reports a very lovely S. Seay, AMEZ minister from
for 30 years. What are
Montgomery, Ala,
trip.
his views about beautiful
Dr. Seay, religious and civic
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Albert
women? And don't miss
Johnson and family on First st. leader, played an outstanding role
is Mrs. Johnson's niece, Miss in the successful Montgomery bus
the many exciting picMaxine Walker, daughter of Mr. protest movement. For se v en
tures of the Duke in
and Mrs. Maxie Walker of St. years he served as President of
LOOK.
Lomax Hammon college at GreenLouis, Mo.
Rev. and Mts. Monroe of Hale ville, Ala. Dr. Seay will speak
'at., have as their guests, Mr. and from the subject, "A Ground Swell
Mrs. Bennie Jackson Tennessee of Social Unrest."
of Detroit, Mich. and Mrs. War
Paraguay is about the same area
lena Johnson of St. Louis, Mo.
Both Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Ten. as California, according to world
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AT BEACH OR POOL, WAIT AN
HOUR AFTER EATING'BEFORE"
3W1AfAVAIS, nIE YE12 SWIM whit
our COMPANION,' IF BOAT
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—HAW ONTO IT 71111LPITMES.
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Mum, Glyr SALT AND WARM STIMULANT LIKE COFFEE."
Williams, Ode Thompson, Crystal Strong, Juanita Harris,
Leo Webster and Nancy Hunt.
Jacquebn Jay and Larry Julian. Lawrence, the honoree, is
a June graduate of Mehl's,.
High school and will enter AM
and N college at Pine Bluff,

Ark. in September.

Counties Urged
To Aid Farmers
BATON ROUGE, La. — Under of these families to seek off-farm

gust 22, with Miss Celeste Cole, Secretary of Agriculture True D. jobs to supplement their income.
tetroit, conducting.
Morse urged county agents last
In discussing cotton, a crop

This will be sung in memory
.4 the 1957 Convention, chairman,
who died several months ago in
an auto accident.
Mrs. Valentine, was also director of the Youth division, at the
time of her death.
This year's artist appearing on
National Artist night a ill he Metropolitan opera star, Robert McFerrin. who will be accompanied
by Norman Johnson, at the piano.
McFettin, appearing for is secand time for the Association, will
offer a program ranging from
Bach, Schubert, Schumann, Verdi
to Hall Johnson,
Miss Cole will conduct an opera
workshop and other clinics in
church music, voice, piano, choral
musical, public school music, and
composition will claim the attention of the delegates. Mr. Suthern
is General Clinic leader.
Among the leaders of clinics are
Blanche K. Thomas, Chauncey
Northern, Mme. Florence ColeMcCleaves, Dr. Omega King, Gertrude Jackson
Taylor, Paul
Swarm, George Hall, Soulina Stravinsky, Miss Camille Nickerson,
Dudley Archer, Dr. Charles Leenhardt, Fred Thomas, and Miss
Estelle Andrews.
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the
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2E1Egi"0"93 2 Tell SoIons Of Tuskegee Vote Reprisals

Tennessee

Alabama

Seek Support
For Rights Bill
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By CORTLAND R. RHEA
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eDixie Group Hits Jury Tria Amendment
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All Eyes Eagerly Forward To
Playgrounds Show- Off Night' 7:1
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KINGSTON, Jamaica — (ANP)
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Southern Group Opposes Jury
Irial Amendment To Rights Bill
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER'No Barrier Break
Sat., Aug. 10, 1957

Talladega Prexy
Finals Speaker
At Tenn. A & I
DR. ARTHUR GRAY
NASHVILLE — Tennessee State
university's 45th baccalaureate commencement exercises have
been set for Aug. 11. Dr. Arthur
I). Gray, Talladega college president, will deliver the address.
The announcement came from
Dr. A. V. Boswell, vice president.
Other commencement activities
will include buffet supper honoring seniors and their parents Saturday evening, Aug. 10; on Aug.
11 special Sunday School sponsored by the class; and the President's reception following the exercises when the faculty, graduates, their parents and friends will
be guests.
- The office of Student Activities
announced the 1957 summer class
*Meet's as Emmitt E. Walker of
Central City, Ky., president; Napoleon floimes, Harrisburg, Pa.,
vice president; Olga J. Black,
Newport, Ark., secretary; Martha
Stocks, Dayton, Ohio, assistant
secretary; and Mrs, Mary Smith
Humphrey, Chattanooga, treasurer. Faculty advisers are Dr. Edward C. Lewis, Jr., Dr. Merl'
H. Eppse, and Dr. Malcolm D.
Williams.

' Delegates from various states
'attended the annual tent meeting of the Rock Temple Church
of God in Christ in Jackson, Tenn.
which closed Aug. 2.
' The meeting, which had been in
operation since mid-July, was held
On the Merry High school grounds.
' The delegates included Elder
William Camp and Missionary
Mildred Camp with their two children, Gloria and Larry Camp, !
Kansas City; Missionary Helen
Stone, St. Louis; Mesdames Marie
Hutch and Annie Walton of Milan,
all house guests V Deacon and
Mother Fred Hutch. Others were
Mr. and Mrs. Lena M. Holloway
of Wisconsin and Thomas E. Holloway, Cleveland, houseguesta of
Rev. and Mrs. Holloway of Jackson.
• The pastor of Rock Temple, Elder J. E. Poindexter, state YPWW
president and executive secretary
of Tennessee, has returned to
Jackson and his duties as pastor
alter attending the state convocation. His wife, Mrs. R. L. Poindexter, attended the last day of
ths convocation.

Name Speaker
For Baptist
Brotherhood
Rev. E. W Williamson, pastrr
et Olivet Baptist church, will address the Baptist Brotherhood of
Memphis Monday night, Aug. 12,
at Friendship Baptist church.
Accompanying Rev. William:Ain
will be the Olivet Male chorus,
the Friendship choir and the St.
Stephens Male chorus.
Each local church Brotherhood
is asked to send $5 for a special
assessment for representation in
the national and state conventions
respectively.
Z. L. Bonner is president of the
Brotherhood: Rev. F. R. Nelsan
Is pastor of Friendship Baptist
church, located at 1355 Vollenlire

Fire She Saw
Was 'For Real'
A cleaning women dispelled any
fear Mrs. J. W. Jackson, of 3528
Oakely. might have had that she
was seeing things that weren't
there when the woman saw a ball
of fire a little larger than a dinnet
plate shooting through her backyard last week.
The maid from next door came
out to see what the noise was.
and Mrs. Jackson knew the hall
of fire that exploded about 10 feet
off the ground was not her imagination. She said it was '1 o r
real" and the noise was loud as
the dickens."
According to Mrs. Jackson, nothing was left after the explosion
on the ground to give any indication that anything had been
there.

and goes to various white churek
•
ea asking for help.
•
U. S. [aims suffer about Sib
million loss from lightning eve*
year.
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For Happy Homemakers
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BIG STAR
Will Continue
To Give Valuable
Quality Stamps
With Your Every
Purchase!

AT

•

You, definitely, WANTED Big Star to be allowed to continue to give Quality Stamps and now, the Tennessee Supreme Court, has UNANIMOUSLY, as did Chancery
Court, AFFIRMED that right!
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Your wish, Mrs. Homemaker, is always our command! You determine what we stock. Your friendliness is our happiness. When you
smile, we feel "like a million." So
today, we exult — for we know
you're happy Big Star is permitted
to CONTINUE to give Quality
Stamps!

A
Just 40 Pages
(of 30 Stamps each)
Fills Your
Quality Stamp
Book
Not 48 .. . Not 50
Just 40 Pages
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Ifs plain, good common sense to avail
yourself of the sparkling savings on

General chairman Ronner states
that the program will display a

sew type variety presentation.
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Quality Foods that Big Star consistently
brings you — AND — achieve this
second, additional, substantial savings
that is yours through valuable Quality
Stamps!

ENJOY THE ADVENTURES OF

Channel 5

umbers.
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mg

Big Star heartily applauds as HOMEMAKERS EVERYWHERE REJOICE over the judicial decrees of the Tennessee Supreme Court upholding the right of Homemakers
to save Quality Stamps!

THE CISCO KID on WMCT
The general committee of thy
Mass Bandarama willmeet
Wednesday night, Aug514 at. Foot,
Homes Community center, 578
Mississippi blvd.
Mass Bandaratna will be staged at the North haft of Ellis auditorium in October, and Mayor Ed- :
mund Orgill has expressed hearty
approval of the program, according to Z. L. Bonner, general chairman.
Committee chairmen are. W. T
McDaniel, program; W. T. Garnog, finance; Nat D. Williams
PubffeitY; Mrs. Georgia Harvey.
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Delegates From
Various States
At Tent Meet

I

Avenue Methodist church, t h e
same incident took place there
several weeks ago, apparently by
the same man.
Friends and relative say the
man hitchhikes to town on Sunday

STORES
CASH FOOD
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